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-POREWORD-

The special report vhich is here sutmitted 1s the result of

a Aiscussion at ARC Headquarters in which it appeared desirable

?that T should undertake a review of the objectives of PRIC with an

anilysis of the present status. In the main text and appentices,

T have brought together what seem to me the wost iliusinating

saterials for the purpose.

Inevitably the document reflects ay personal experience in

nore than 25 years of vork in connestion with developing countries

An South Anerica, Africa and Asia cn behalf of The Rockefeller

Foundation. Tae? opinions expressed, novever, are atrictly ay own

land the Foundation has not been asked to endorse then, The sane

is true for the University of Puerto Rico.

  

My personal involvement with the program in Puerto Rico



naturally introduces cone degree of bias in judgent. Ae far

possible, however, a detached position bas been maintained,

 

Since this is not a scholarly treatise, a complete Listing

of sources is not attenpted. However, I wish to note four excel

lent sources fron vhich material has been taken!

 

Ma, Land en Food, by Lester B, Brow. Foreign Agei-

cultuiral Beononic Report No, 12, J, 8. Departent of Agriculture,

1963.

Resgurces in America's Future, by Hans H. Landsberg,

Teonant L, Fischman, ant Joseph I. Pisher, The John's Hosking

Press, 1953.

< yt. 8.

Atomte nergy Comission, 1962.

A Comprehensive Agricultural Prostam for Puerto Bico, by

Wathan Koenig. U.S. Department of Agriculture and The Common-

wealth of Puerto Rico, 1953.



 

Since develomental and educational prograns are inherently

possessed of a long tine scale, they can bring Littie political

reward to any administration. "To the extent that the beginning of

new venture becomes politically identified with the adninistration

Sn power at the time, the ultinate success of the program 1s likely

to he handicapped. Quick recults of eubstance are usually inposeible

land by the tine the real values have energed, the political ieaves

have changed and frequently the initiators thenelves may have long

since disappeared fram the political ecene. There is a long tems
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a

continuity to educational and technological development. that

precludes any marked partisan political benefit. In this respect,

Yechnological development, both national and international,

resenbles the arens of foreign policy ?and defense in the long lead

Line between the Initistion of projects and the emergence of the

practical results.



Notwithstanding this characteristic, 1t 1s also possible to

blend long term and short term values co that a mix of benefits may

be achieved in the tine ecale. In developing the Puerto Rico Huclear

Center, the effort has been made to secure such short term resulte

fand, viile so doing, to strengthen the tase of the longer range

Progress

6. Bag hu

ron Du

Septenber 15, 1964
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?An Examination of the Program Objectives cf the

?Berto Rico Niciear Center

by

john ©, Eugher, M.D., Director

 

 

 



GENERAL BACKGROUND

Among the various efforts to {plement the ?Atons for Peace?

program which vas initiaved in 1953, vas a special one directed

toward latin America, Cenerally, this arose out of the belief that

(2) the nonniistary applications of atone eneray could serve to

Tatin

 

accelerate greatly the processes of development, and (2) 2

pmerican countries were facing econonie problens of increasing

severity which cold only be met by more effective tecinclogical

as well as soctal development. Generally, the underlying consid

erations for eoth of these assumptions

 

wad not been clearly stated.

 

Under the presmire of weapons reqirenents, the ABC itself



pad ot pursued with conviction ts om progran of yeazetine appli-

cations, Tie ultinate necessity of switching to nuclear power on

a wide scale was ncknowledged but the generova reserves of fossil

?fuels tended to alleviate any

 

\s0 of urgency, At the poltey

level, the technical problems of miclear power reactors and the

ine scale of thelr solution were gonereily underrate?. The ex-

 

ploitation of ratloisotopes

 

medicine, agriculture and industry

44a not have the emotional impact te those developing foreign

poliey that costly and massive stonic power stations posseaceds

this factor, cosbined with a widespread misunderstanding of the
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With the destre to accelerate etomie eneray development in

Latin America, it appeared to those in cherge of the program that

coneideradle benefit could be obtained if the United Statee were to

establich a modest training center somevhere in Latin fnerica where

?the work could be pursued fn @ Tatin environment and where Spanien

would be the dominant language. By this means, {t vas considered

?that the ?cultural shock? received by @ student vould be lessened

find that Ais attention to his studies could te more effective than

If he were to be received tn one of the Continextal centers.

Study of the possibilities rather quickly 10d to the conclusion

sont for practical purposes the only location in Bispano-Ameriee

here the AEC could maintain both eupervision and operational control,

was in Puerto Rico. Since @ reactor was to be the center of activity,

?operational controi for the assurance of safety was indtepensable.

Jo foLiow the usual contractor pattern, the natural chotee vas the

University of Puerto Rico, @ young institution that as @ consequence

of ?operation Bootstrap? had been compelled to grow at a prodigious

rate and had at the time (1956) approximately 15,000 students.



Contrary to the pattern previously followed by other universities

4h thetr development of AD programs, the University of Puerto Rico

aia not begin on e bacts of existing posteredunte studies. A fev

nenbers of the faculty nad tnd personal experience in reseaen in

ruclear piyfsice end radiation chenietiy, tut there was no well

eotmblighed interest in muclesr sctance in the University. AL
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available funds and resoarces had been sore then absorbed by the

exceedingly rapid growth of the student body at the undergraduate

evel.

Notuithetanding the problene implici: ir this acadente

stwation, conversations were initiated with the authorities of the

sed An 1957 eatabe

 

University as a result of vaicn @ contract was sik



Lishing the Puerto Rico Melear Center es a training center for

atin Americans. A training course in radioisotope techniques

ite of Muclear Studies

 

modeled on that given at the Oak Ridge Tn

wag initiated at once and tullding plass wore fonulated,

 

Because the College of Engineering was located at the Mayaguez

Campus at the western end of the island, the decision was aade that

 

?the reactor and the maiz canponeats of the Center should be constructed

 

there. Medical activities vere being centreLiced ut Rfo Piedras,

near San Juan, in a large Mesicul Co!



 

wr) #9 slitt 4 second component

was constmcted as @ part of that Cenver to house vadtation therapy

find the medical applications of raaioisotops together with the

basic radioisotope techniques course,

With the availability of the facilities of the new institution

land the widespread publicity given its establistment, the inuediate

response was good, with most of the students Deing interested in

Learning the basic techniques io handling radioisotopes. Interest

 

fon the part of students in the University of Puerto Rico wae
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cultural climate of the University 2¢ Pzerto Rico was still an



 

ndvantage in permitting visitors from other countries to concentrate

on their studies asa result of the reduced problens of adjustnent.

?The rapid development of grauate studies in the Nuclear

Center accelerated plane in the University, and Master of Science

degree prograns becate established an

 

wntstry, physics, biology,

engineering and agricultare. While the number of students from other

countries renained fairly constant until the prezent year, their

qualifications and general preparation have steadily increased.

During the current year, there has been an upturn in the minter of

students from other countries, largely as a reflection of the

Amprovonent in the level of educational effort.

?Te Ampact on the University of Puerto Rice has been striking.

Too mumber of graduate students of Puerto Rican origin has increased

sharply and gives indication of contiming to increase further. The

ew graduate program in Miclear Bngineering has been received with



entmisiasn. Chemistry and physics attract snereasing munvers of

graduate students and in the process these disciplines bave acquired

Additional scientists so that special research supplesenting that

associated with graduate teaching has been # natural result. A

vital part in the developsent of the physical setencos in the

Maclear Center has been the close cooperation with the Departments

of Physics and Chentstry of Brookhaven National Laboratory. ?Through

the efforts of several staff manters of these two departments it has
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?been possible to develop fruitful research in a short span of time

 

Tt was evident from the beginning that a project of the

Ainensions of PRIC, vatle operating in severai disciplines, could

 

not undertake to cover adequately all of thelr contents or would

it be desirable that the institution should attenpt to pursue

programs which would require a large installation for their sue



cessful completion. Tt was the consensus that FRIKC should undertake

?to emphasize work in those areas which are best attacked or an

Aetand in the troptes; 1t would give especial attertion to those

najor problens of importance to the United States whose solution

requires a latoratory in a tropical setting. ?The phyateal eetences

forming the foundation upon which the biological sciences must be

erected, @ major effort would te wade in mathematics, chenistry and

physics, but vith a focus on research vhich can be conducted to

advantage in @ snell operation and also which vould give the greatest

ultimate eupport, to the biological and medical activities.

?The evolution of the program along the Lines outLined hae

rooulted in en inctitution whose general orientation Le tovard Latin

America but whose program in great part fe directed to significant

problems of continental United States. wast some of these problens

are will be set forth later in this discussion, The essential potnt

Le that PREC 1s no longer simply training center for Iatin Auericens

but @ teaching and research institution, located in the tropics, whieh

is deeply engaged Jn scientific problems of mafor significance to
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?the United States. There nov existe @ flexibility of organization



 

and a pedagogical and research competence that make it possible to

respond to any one of several program plans.

[LAPIN AMERICAN DEVELOPMENTAL, OPPORTUNITIES

Daring the past 15 yours theze bs

 

been much play on words in

considering assistance to other countries. Terms such as "developing",

 

?emerging?, "nations in tranettion", ete. have tended to obscure

certain hard principles. ational development ie & continual process:

and {¢ never ended. Crow

 



fe arices when economic progress in some

 

cous lage behind she pots

 

Ja] Amplied in the state of political

fand oociel developuent of thove arese and in the world at large.

 

Wnetever may be the degree to which ostetde stimulus may be

 

applied, ultimately the econom!

 

and social development of a region

mist depend upon the efvores of the people of the region themselves.

Without @ dedication to the appropriate goals on the part of the



peoples cone

 

sped and without the vill to achieve these goals, no

important, benefit can te expected from outside assistance.

 

Modern developnent carsot simply repeat the past experience

of the wore affluent socteties.

 

 

ration which is part of

the mpirit oF the cine requires het modern technology te applied

 

to



  

1e provlens to te solved, even those of primitive societies,

 

"These technologies require ar educationel sophistication which in

5 does not exist locally. To talk of industrial,

 

many 1n8%
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evelopment without emphasizing the reguiresents placed on edueation

te to insure fatlure of any progran so constituted. Education is @

 

Intorious procese which does not lend iteelr to grest acceleration.

?The time scale ts that of humgn development. Yet Af the Improvement

of @ soctety is to be achteved, the eduontion aud training of the



youth are indlopensable. Political otabitity to necessmy and vo

?this end programs such as improvenent of housing and the development.

of desirable services aay do mich, but the absolutely vital factors

Lée in the educational system both at the elementary ané advanced

 

levers.

Although tn the present context we are concemed vith sclentitic

?and technological development, tt 1s escentisl to bear in mind thet

?the educational effort must enbrace many and diverse disetplines.

Technological development mist necessart

 

proceed from @ reasonably

stable economic and political base. Technology wach does not

contritute to economic improvenent and an increase in productivity

ts self defeating and vill ve of only passing importance. Turther-

 



nore, even @tverse technologies must be integrated and weintained

in an overall balance. uiectrical power production implies an

industrial structure to absorb it and employ it creatively. Trans-

portation and communications are vitel-

 

Despite tndustrialization,

fan expanding and efficient agriculture, capable of freeing ?he

country from importing foodstuffs that can well be produced locally,

must be achieved if economic and social balance is to be atvained-
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[RAW MATERIALS,

Technology involves th: vringing of scientific knowledge and

practical ekille te operate upon the ray matersais of a region to

caremuy

 



sen and defined ends. ?The avetlability of the raw

materiais of a modern society then becares of substantial tnportance.

Primitive societies are Linited to the use of raw naterials which

occur in easily processed form. ?mus, metals such as copper, tiny

gold and sliver vere oarly used fn place of stone inplenents

Decmise of the ease of separating thon from other substances and

their occurrence in nature in high concentration, Later, tron

became of utility and as technological resources tnereased in

 

sophisticaticn, aluninun end numerous other metals difficult of

extracticn and fabrication came into common use.

?Although tydroetestric plants have been of cubstantial impor-

tance in industrial power development, the indsetrial strength of

modern nations has depended chiefly upon pewer derived from abundant

supplies of fossil fuels, Yar more 1s know about the reserves of

coal and petroleun in Burope and North Anerica than in South Anerica,

giving the inprescion that the latter continent 1s seriously deficient

in these materials. This may well be true, tut it is algo obvious

tat with vast regions which have either been explored very super=



fietaily or not at all, any comparative estinates are almost

certain to te pessimistic with respect to fossil fuels in South

America, Notwithstanding this, it does appear that in nost countries
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Of the southern continent, fossil fuels are eituer scarce, aisrioult

of recovery, or remote from any prospective market.

on the other hand, lerge deposits of minerais are krom in

Brazil and the Andean countries and Lt {6 almost certain thet vact

ore deposits exist whose presence is not nov suspected. Large

Aepoeite of copper, tin, platinun and gold have lous deen know Jn

?the Andes but in recent years great resources in iron, elueinum,

?thorium, urantun end zivcontun have een uncovered. Tt appears that

although latin American countries are generally energy poor, this

eed only be a tenporery state. The potentials for eneray from



fosetl fuels and especially fron nuclear materials are impreseive

?and probably more then suffictent for any foreseeable denané, It

?may well be that mich of the fossil fuel nay be found to be unecononte

for energy purposes tn comparigon vith nuclear enerey by 1950.

Agriculture in Latin Anerica in tte technology 1s at least &

Generation behind that of orth America. Large areas of the

equatorial portion of the South American continent have relatively

low fertility and much of the vestern portion of the continent is

mountainous. However, there are vast areas of high fertility in

?the great span of Latitudes and there ie probably no crop of agri+

cultural importance thet cannot be produced to advantage in Latin

America.

Portions of atin America are arid, especially along the

Pacific borders of gouth meri

 

a, Wotwlthstanding this, ratntelt
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in tte totality ie abundant and vast quantities of water rush to

?the sea in the river systens, the greatest of whieh Ls the Amazon.

Watershed redistribution is posstble on an increasingly substantial

scale so that huge aress exist which may be opened to agriculture

through Isrigation. One of the firet of such projects 1s being

pushed to completion in Peri east of Lima where a tunnel 10 mfles

 

long penetrates the continental divide at high altitude to bring

voter fron the wet eastern slope of the Andes to the arid west,

also producing @ large snount of electrical power in its descent

 

to the lover levels. Tt may eventually be economte to move great

quantities of water over mountain ranges by a combination of pumping

followed ty hyaroelectric power generation oa the descending side,

using muclear power to achleve energy balance

Tn sumary, Latin America possesses all the raw materiale



eeded for the future and has then in abundance and of types especially

 

vell gutted to a nuclear power economy. Critical rev materials, in

amount and

 

failetility, are more than adequate for the tmnediate

future and modest exploration will undoubtedly bring to Light

aeatvionat resources

 

tine progresses.

DOCEAL FACTORS

 

?The Opantsh and Tortuguese keritege ir the Mew World was a

society essentially fecal in outlook. Those in @ favored position



 

of wealth and political power cosid enjoy the beet that Burope could

afford in culture and educetioa. The great aace of the people,
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3

however, could anticipate Little tn the way of education save

 

Je wintotrations of the Catholic cnureh. There re2s1!

 

?through

2 gap between the cultured and educated arictocracy on the one

hand and the mass of unlettered peasantry on the other. There ves

  



Little tendency to develop creative and effective midale =lase;

even with the introduction of aoderr industrial technology, there

was @ striking lack of the ?forenan" category of worker, one vio

could translate advanced technology into practical accompli stment

and act both as leader and teacher in developing craft skilts.

 

For many years this gap was filled in soue degree from Zurove but

in the main continued to exist ag it does, vith some exca

 

to the present aay.

?The onset of World Var TT brought @ profound change ta the

orientation of Latin Anertea. Culturally Linked to Spain aad

France and commercially to Germany and England, the countrizs com

prising the Spanich end Portuguese portions of the ?lew YorLi tured,

by necessity rather than by chotes, to the United States. tons

suspicious of the "Colossus of the North", en attitude not dtscour-

ages by



 

influential Buropean elenents, the rapidly elaborated

Links with the Untted States were viewed vith considerable

apprehension, especially by the older end governing generation.

?There was great concern that the dreving together of the countries

of this hemisphere, enforced by the sweep of world events, vould

Fegult in the econonic, political and cultural control of tae entire
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region ty the United States and the loss of national and cultural

identities. While this concem may have lessened vith tine, tt is

@ potent factor in determining the manner in vhtch Tatin American

countries associate thenselvea with the United States and with each

other.

Becauee of the Furopean ortentation of Latin Anerica, the

educational aysten thet developed in the various countries followed



?the pattern then prevailing tn Spain and France. Mass education at

the elenentary level was not the objective so that the scholastic

interest touched only a fraction of the chfldren. Here and there,

forward looking leaders attempted to achteve a more adequate acces:

to education, at least at the elenentary level. Generally, however,

the edueational tase renained wholly inadequate vith the eftuation tn

the unfversitics even worse.

With respect to higher education, one must recall that there

were universities In Spanish Auerica long before any such educational

conters were established in viat ts now the United States. There it

 

fan unresolved detate as to viether the National University of Mexico

 

or San Yarcoe University of Lina, Peri is the oldest institution in

the New World. Gan Hares ?niversity was operating over a century

before Harvard University vas estatlished ix the Macsachusetts

colony.



To a marked extent the universities of Latin America have folloved
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the pattern of organization of San Marcos which tr tum wis codeled

on the structure of the University of Fologra, a format that vas so

meatisfactory thet {t vas finally abandoned La Furope. To an

unhappy degree thie pattern of isolated special colleges, serving a2

active political centers, of faculty subservience to studeat domination,

and the lack of contimitty of strong leadership has renaines with the

ational universities throughout Latin America. sn the tact

 

decade has effective novenent toward the reform of higher edueation

made ery headway.

?The strong dissimilarities between the universities of the United

States and those of Latin fmerica in edmintotrative structure, intellec-

?tual objectives and approach to national fesues and protlens have made

effective cooperation difficult. Ae mutual understanding alvances, tke



 

fe ntercommunteation vill becons ese forntdables

?but extensive readjustnents in the structure of higher education are

necessary throughout tatin Ameriea 1f these countries are to achieve

full use of the scientific and technological advances of the present

 

It ts frequently assumed that the feite solution of such dif

floalties is the sending of large mumbers of students to the Unites

States or to other countries to study tn the untversities, There are

several reasone wiy thie solution vould be futile, not the Least of

Mitch 1s the fact that there 1s no room in existing Anerisen institutions

for the large number of students that would be necessary. Of elnost

equal weight 18 the considerntion that the acudenie structure of Latin
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Ancrica must be refomed at the sane time and that this must be a

growth fron within.

Ultimately, ve arrive at the conelusion that the produetion



of the large number of teachers required must: be accomplished tn

?the countries concerned. The key to the acedenie refors would seem

to be the selection of a mich smaller munber of outstandingly

competent and dedicated persons for advenced education in the crucial

Atsetplines with the expectation that they vill Lecome the university

?adore for the training of @ new generation of teachers and educators.

 

At the same tine thts te going on, there must te a massive effort

to vidon the coverage of elenentary education, to create the necessary

plystcal factlittes, end to emphasize the training of good elenentary

teachers contenporaneous vith vigorous university reform ané the drive

toward acadente stability. Al1 of this must spring from the conviction

if the leaders; external assistance cannot be a eutetitute for the

 

national dedication of & people to the improvenent of their om

country.

In every country of Iatin America there nov extate a high rate



 

of population increase.

 

© accomplichnents in health and sanitation

have lovered death rates but birth rates have continued nigh with the

recult thet South America shows the vorld's Righest rates of population

 

sneveases (

 

ig. 1) At the cane tine, there 1e @ shite in age dtetei-

bution as adults Live to greater ages ass rule snd share in the
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B

general increace of Life expectancy.



?the

 

fact ie that the continent 1s grossly underpopulated and will continue

to be £0 for many years to cone, Sound economic development requires

some reasonable Level of population density if satiefactory progress

is to be made. ?The disturbing character of the current South Auertcan

population growth ic in the tendency for the people to concentrate in

44 few large urban centers and neglect the uttlisation of the great

recources of the region. Tt becomes as much @ problem of distribution

fas of numbers.

Education, as is all developaent, must de preoccupied vith the

nature of the society to te served in the ensuing decades. As an

cmmple, medica? education must be formulated in terms of the social

structure and health protlens the mature physteta will serve, not

those of periods already past. This, of course, ie not a Afleuma

umique to Eatin America, but becones oritically ?aportant in any

society which is untergoing rapid change. The exceedingly high rate

of popuiation ineresce of Latin fmerica adunbrates @ hoet of social

problems upon vhose acceptable solution £u



 

"e polities and econeate

stabi:

 

will depend.

TNDUSURY AND AGRICULTIRE,

Purely ggricultural countries are generally economically

handtcapped and fron thie arises the common belief that the renedy
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iz to achieve a rapid conversion to an industrial econeny. Too

often thie results 4

 

e neglect of agriceliare with the ©



 

of new problenc

 

fa may be even nore difficult than the original

set. Food As an absolute neces:

 

ty and reliance on external supplies

creates @ situation of nkerent anotabsiaty.

 

Traditionally, Latin America has been sclf sufficient in food

 

 

and has becn able to export significant anvunts, In recent years,



hovever, Latin Anerica hes becoue @ net food importing area, tms

Joining the Comunist Block, Asta, Atrics and Europe in accepting

etther chronte ant widespread malnutrition or, as in the case of

Burope, dependence on overseas food supplies. The Unites States

studies of the J. 8.

 

and Canada have becone, according to rec:

 

Departmont of Agriculture, the breadbacket of the nedern world,

(ig. 2) Upon the great incroage in agricuiturai productivity of

 

the North Anerican srea, the minimal nutrition of a large part of

?the world now depends. ?The agricultural surplases of which we

 

ccaplain would be rapidly elininated if the nowle of the free (or



aenifree) world were to be met in elgnificant degree, There te

rho net overproduction of agricultural products; in fact, the

contrary ie the case and the substantial increase 4n total and

man-your agricultural productivity is one of the greatest of

world needs.

With over one half of man?s calory intake along derived from

the direct consumption of grains and mast of the reuainer indirectly
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NET REGIONAL TRADE IN ALL GRAINS

EXPORTING REGIONS IMPORTING REGIONS

MIL, METRIC TONS ? Oo

1
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Figure 2
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2

fron grains through mest, milk, eggs, ete., the production of grains

ts the best single indicator of the general state of agriculture of

a region. A succinct deseription of the relative deterioration of

Intin dmerica tn grain production ts quoted from the U.S. Department,

of Agriculture study: Man, Land and Food

?Latin america: Surplus to Deficit



"Mo other geographic region has experienced

Getertor

 

on in ite standing in vorla grair trade comparable

to that of Latin smerica. During the Late 1930's the region doni-

nated the world grain narket as a supplier. It exported more

grain than North Anericn and Oc

 

a combined; 1¢ vas an

inyortant supplier of vnest and {to net corn exports accounted

for alnost three-fourthe of those of all regions. By 1960/61

atin America had relinguiehed its tupressive advantage and,

in epite of {ts vast netural resources, energed as a net deficit

region.

?A not inconsiderable effort vas wade in Latin

fmerica, eapectally during the 1950's, to raise output by

expending the arca used for grain production. This effort

resulted in an expansion of the grain producing area by nearly



one-third over that of the prevar period, but population

snereaced two-thirds and efforts to push up ylelds met with

Little success.

 

fotal production gains of sone 42 percens during
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?the period ata not compare unfavorably with many other

regions but population grev 66 percent, much more than

in any other region. atin Anerica's population vas

groving at @ rate eastly in excess of 20 percent per

decade from 1930 to 1960. This stage of rapid popu

lation growth, vith ell its attendant problems is only

now being approached in Africa and Asia.

"In spite of the decline in per capita grain pro-



 

ton from 25! kilograns in 1936-38 to 21h tn 1960/61,

availability hee rises from 180 to 216 kflograne per

person This has been achieved ty sacrificing net

exports, which anounted to Th kilograns per person in

1g3ke!

2 kilograms per person in 1960/61. Of this 76-xtlogran

2, and becoming © net isporter +o the extent of -

 

change in the per capita trade posttion, 40 kilograms

were required to offset the decline in output per person.

?The reesining 36 kLlograne represent an inprovenent in

er capita consumption. Thus valle per capite output -

was declining 16 percent, per capita consumption vas

ristag 20 percent, tut at

 

© expense of exports and



?the foreign exchange 20 vitally needed for industrialtzation."

Part of the solution to the agricultural problen 1a Latin

 

America lies in the

 

\aitional methods of plant breeding and crop

Amprovenent along with th

 

Gininution of the losses from plant
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Atseases and ?nsect pects. Another large and highly tuportant arca



  

ie in the application of power to the agricultural procese- As

 

industey, the worker must gutde and control the application of po:

 

?Yo his operations; he cannot be the prine nover hingelf In 9 pros-

Perous cconeay. Even animal power te no longer esonomie eave ia

?the most unusus] ctreusstances. ural electrification and the an

 

 

cation of electrical pover to farm operations, especially those vith

flxed wachines, and the uec of Liquid fuels for mobile machine

operations are nov part of agricultural development. All these

imply a well developed aysten of roads, communication and electric

pover distribution.



A third essential element tn the advanconent of agriculture te

fan Imaginative end balanced chentcal industry. ia nearly every

country and cortainiy in every region, all of the raw materials for

?the manufacture of fertilizer on large ccale exist. If power

 

bbe produced vhore it fs needed, then fertilizer manufacture my

profitably proceed close to the areas to be served. The vtilization

of nitrogen from the air for conversion to amonta can yield large

amounts of oxvgen together with significant snounts of notle gases,

11 of which find their market in a balanced industrial ecetety«

Approached in this manner, agriculture te eesentially a

chenieal industry In which solar esergy 1s converted to chemical,

energy in a great complex of synthesized prodicts. The feed materials

for this chenical operation are the einerals of the soil together with
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?the trace elonents, vater, and fertilizers, themselves the products:

of other chemical operetions. For the crucisl step of solar energy

conversion we have no prospect of any eystem even renotely approaching

the effictency of the onzynoe associated with chorophyll.

In a balanced economy, therefore, agriculture is not so much

a way of Lige as it 18 @ part of industry, dreving upon mechanical,

and chemical manufacturing for its equipment and part of Sts ray

 

uatertalssand in turn delivering to the society a series of elaborately

synthesized protucts, vane of viich can be consumed immediately while

?the reneinder becone the prine materiel for other mansfacturing

processes:

The generant

 

of pover where needed makes it possible to

Aieperse industria? manufacturing in the sane conse that agréculture



?may be dispersed without lose of efftoieney. The grovth of industrial

lune becomes no longer inevitable nor even profiteble, and @ far more

hermonious Aistrfbution of population and retcurces becomes possible

Tt Ao not suggested thet cach Latin American country should

be sel? sufficient in all things. There is every reason, however,

 

for each country to develop a balanced industrial-agricultural complex

that vill prodice looally most of the items concumed in large volume,

Leaving to internetional trade those products which require extremely

elaborate technology or very large capitel investment

 

order to be

 

profitable. The pattern of the industrial-sgricultural complex will
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4irter from country to country, depending upon local regourene snd

needs.

Tt should be st once ressonskly obvious that the key v0 si

developsent of the balanced economy fe the evallabitity of low ce:

 

power at the aites where it is needed, Tn 2

 

 

2 long rans

power Je the only form which can mect all of the criteria. Although

the time coat

 



ipa protracted one, it appear test electricity ad

process heat vill be produced tn Latin America irom muclear reactions

?far sooner than could have been anticipated only # few yours azo.

The vadioactive and fiesioning atom is not of interest sole:

 

because of the Liberation of energy es heat for power. Nuclear

radiations constitute the most poverful tools know for woattyiz

?iological aystene, eupectally in the genetic eense. The radietion

geneticiet use muclear reactions as a mens of rently compress:

 

?the genetic time scale Wy which he can bring together within a few

years spectfie genetic changes thet in the naturel course of events

aight voll have required a century. The application of nuclear

energy to

 



sriculture is etiL) stout ss enbryonie in tems of ite

ultinete posefbilities as in the case of generation of electrics!

pover, We have scarcely taken the first steps.

SUCKEAR ENERGY IN LATIN AMERICAN DRVELOPENT

 

In the foregoing sections 4+ should be apparent that nuclear

energy hac an important and et sone points key role to play In the
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future development of Latin Auerican countries in much the same

 

fense as in the United States. CuLtaral ani socto-cconnte aif-

ferences will modify the patterns but the fundaental principles

old good for all, The benefits to ve achieved in accelerated

sational development will reqiire the investaent of huge amounts

of capital but the prospects are dismal inleed unless there 4s



brought to a high level of competence

 

(S the proper tine the large

numbers of vel trained

 

wgineers, scientists and nanagers that

WALL be required. A greatly increased enphasie on educstion at all

levels is necessary, together with a series of refoms in the ec:

 

dente etructire and functioning of univeraltiee throughout itsparon

mic

1 sould bo further apparent ht ville nuclear eneray bas a

vital pert to play in the fucure of the Aaericas, it te not a panacea

for all of the prosiens of socfly. In the utiIisstion of miclear

reactions, min tas nade available to auel? ose more wy of adapting



?te forces of nature to his om well. being.

?THE PROC IN LATIN AMERICAN SCIENITPIC DEVELORENT

If one accept:

 

?the needs for socto-econenic development. of

atin Anerica that have been sketched an this paper, then one aay

Inquire as to what role, if any, should be assigned to Puerto Alco

?and especially to the Puerto Kico Muclesr Center. What advantages

are attached to the location in Puerto Rico? To what extent are

Govelopmental prograns and methods pertaining to Puerto Rico

rc
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applicable to the problens of geograptically huge county



fas Breztit

?The main thesis of the entire Aiscussion Ls that ths great

Imperative in Tatin American development {s education, education

 

that fs puched to a high level of excelience and competence tn alt

phases of intellectual life, but especialiy in setence and technology:

The main job mast Le done by the eftizens of the countrise involved

but the first seed must cone from without. ?There should be an op-

portunity for advanced students to observe ab the operating Level

?the advanced technology vnich they are studying; and the elreunctancer

of that demonstration should be as closely related to thove of thelr

om countries as is ponotble. There te Littie doubs but tit the

recent nistory of Puerto Reo, after alloving for the important

aitferences, exhibits many of the sane perplexitice that now are

 

vecoming crucial in South Anerica. With its mixed racial origins,



ibe Hispanic derived culture, its original reliance upon primitive

agriculture, its neuiar character and ?te tropics! location, It

tse microcosm which contains many of the most difficult provlens

 

chat Latin countries have to face. In addition, 1+ possess

political stability, a population of sufficient size to be

significant yet soa} enough to be adaptable to nev prograns, a

society receptive to nev concepts of development and an imaginative

 

generation of public officials of high standards of public service

and personal integrity.
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Wile the colutions to problens of Puerto Riso may not be

dizectiy applicable to those of other regions, the situations



fare sufficiently similar to arouse expectations that the manner of

solving the probiens in Puerto Rico might suggest the appropriate

approaches in other countries. Stated in more direct tems, the

Puerto #tco Nuclear Center vill best serve ite miseion im aiding

latin American development through the utilization of miclear

enerey by attacking fundanentel problens of Puerto Rico and the

genera region, including the southern part of the United States.

The dimenstons of the project: and the econonte and cultural climate

in welck it operates tend to give confidence that the manner of

solving Puerto Rican probless in Puerto Alco may bear closely on

practice? solutions to similar cituations in the continent to the

south of us:

Tt wis with thie generat philosophy in wind that the University

of Puerto Rico tegan a series of academic ?sight Liftings? in the

Tuciear Center, pointing the progran to graduate and post-doctoral

studies of @ calfter to attract outstanding young selentiste tron

the faculties of South American universities with the objective

?that they vould return to aelp build up the departuents with vhich

?they might be associated. The emphasis was placed on quality and

 



entific advancement rather than on mmbers- 4 elgnificant and

vigorous recearch program vas obligatory snd thie has been progres

sing rapidly in development vith the research projects being potnted
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at protlens of dire:

 

3} Stace and cepectally

to Puerto Kico. The graduate student or w ientist who

 

cones to the Puerto Rico liuclear Center works on problows wose

ature and dimensions he can study at firet hand and where the

 



 

results of nis research may be gut Lato perspective 4

 

ygether vith

atl of the other factors that =

 

ore the propiem. Thus he leas

 

about resctore, thelr design and operation and the ecoremic and

 

engineering problans that cue> be solved Af practical poser pro-

 

Quction is to be gained. He corduc.s nas studies an an envivonnent



 

 

wuere he can otseere a pow

 

ee which exp:

 

sits av @ kigh level

of ef¥ictonry

 

hydroelectric, focsit ?uel and x

 

\clear power slants

 



a1 subject to the same ba:

 

 

sralyese ana all Seeding

 

into the sate power grid.

 

cam otaerve, if he wishes, the

 

interreletions of vara: electsifisation, omni tndzerrtes ara

sgricaiture, sii with unsolved problans and in some instances

cceontilly with the sone dilemma: that he [ede sa ne ow: country.

The Mucloar Center thus does not atteupt co tell the veitor



 

 

whal the scluttons to his country's developsental problens ere;

rather he participates in a Puerto Ricaa efforr to solve whet are

aretar

 

 

ntally U. 8. problers. In spsetai cases and where the

 

clrounstances are favorable, the visiting 2eieatsst may work on

8 sclentitic probien of primary ingortanes co bis om souncty,

 

ear thie 12 the exception rather than the mile,

 



?The concent of ?training? nes cean extended to a much nigher
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level of perfornance than ie ususlly meant ty the tem. Graaiate

education and its associated research become in themselves training

at a nature level. In che process the student ie otimulated to think

of nia national problene and to project possible practical ways of

attacking them. ?The cetentific output of his work decenes available

to all and, vith time, some of thts vork may have an appreciable

econcric Impact in the area. A good example of values obtained in

unis wy {9 in the ctudies of retardation of spotlage of tropical

frutts through moderate doses of radiation, The arrest of ripening

. can permit @ marked reduction of losses

   

in shipping and of the requizemente for refrigeration. All of this



 

work has been done continue for a

 

graduate students and cui

considerable period of time into the future.

 

?At the sane time that the level of performance in training

fend education was ral

 

, A major effort was undertaken to develop

research whieh could be eupported ty the program divisions of AEC.

research iteslf, rather than training;

Here the objective ts the

   



bat these activities have had a profound effect on the vigor and

 

content of the training programs.

?The present status 1s that elightly nore than one half of the

total progran of PEIO te devoted to train:

 

.ng and education vith

?the other portion teing concerned with advanced research. A

 

condenced progres description te given tn Appendix 5. ALL of the
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research is directed to matters of concern to vhe United States



ard to the immediate Caritbean region. Anonz these actavities

fare those devoted to developing knowledse concercing the lene

term effects of radiation and fission produc

 

ard similar questions pertaining to the cycling of radioactive

clenents in trop:

 

1 forests, questions whieh ar

 

Antinately

Linked with the feasibility of constructing @ new canal through

Central Anerica or the Isthmis of Pasanf using melear expiceives

for the earth removal.

Also, the present dynamic progran of PRI in training radio-

?therapists for the trestnent of cancer opens up unusual opportanities



for significant reseas

 

an this area,

 

erto Rico, for reasons

unknown, has @ very high death rate ?von carcinoma of the crophagus

and the cervix uteri, with a strikingly low rate of malignancy of

 

?the testis. The organization of medical and health services permite

ready access to the entire population for sbudies which, while

Important to Puerto Rico, vould ke relevant to the situation da

other countries, especially the United States, (See Appendix ¢).

As the result of these progran developmente, the Muclear

Center 46 now in such a state of balance thet St can redily

respond to a change of emphasis as desired; that is, it can ine

tensity Ate graduate education activities, or it can exert more



drive in the area of primary research. The point 42 made here
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?that policy choices need not be forced by the Mnitations of

cireumstances but rather should be wade in terms of national and

international needs and policies.

?PROGRESS OF Fano IN RELATION TO THE FIVE YEAR PLAW

Tn Februsry 1961, an snalysis of the Latin Anerican needs

for training and education vas made the basis of a five yesr plan

for FRUIC. The text of this ie attached ae Appendix 8. Program

develoment has rather closely followed the plan and most of the

specific projections have alzendy teen implenented and, in some

Inetances, have already advanced beyond

 

fe level. contemplated at



?she four year point.

th

 

scientific progres has generelly advanced well save in

Agriculture. There have been serious handicaps resulting fron the

inabi1ity to expand the plystcal plant in phase with the program

eu

 

The Lack of space has been partially offset ty the generosity

of the University of Puerto Tieo in making available a number of

Aaboratories or the several,

 

spuses.

As graduate programe have cone into operation there hae been

 



?a sharp upturn In PRNC students from Puerto Rico. (Fig. 3+ table 1)

Participation fron Eatin Americ has been slow in development ae

far as mubers are concerned. In FY-1964, of the 35 foreign students,

19 (or over one half), vere in medicine and public health prograns

ft the profeesional level.
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aa PRC wii deveiop ae the instivation



 

2 excellence and ss it becanes

   

@evelops & reputation for actent:

 

les. Personal

 

better lacuna +o the aniverstties of the various coun!

visite by staff members to ieade of departmente of leading univer-

sities in Latin dm Aiepensable for developing mutual

 

 

understanding ard cooperative interchange.



fan would result in

 

A revision of tee Five Teas je relatively

 

minor change. Ae events have meves, we would probably now give more

?weight to the early development of msclear power in latin Anerica,

In the fourth year of the plan, we ere already mich farther slong in

muclear power activities in Iatin Anerica thaa we had anticipated.

 

Marine Biology and Terrestrial Ecclogy have progressed at a

 

rapid pace as has the University's program in Marine Ziclogy. ?The

fed schedule.

Solid State Physics program is about on the anticty



   

 

We now are moving tovard a joint KIH-ABS cancer program whic

will be much more broadly ased than chat outlined in our criginal

plan, Puerto Rico should become one of the major United States

   

for cancer research.

Although the Five Year Plan stressed the development of research,

4s vas essentially a program for Biucation and ?raining. Table IZ

shows the operations and equipment cost, projections with which can

?be compared the actual costs for tne respective fiecal yours, Tt
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Oper.



Equip.

?Total

oper.

Bui.

Total

Oper.

Equip.

Total

  

TABIE IT

?unpandson of PRNG Costs with Five Year Plan Projections

Program 07 Training and Bau

11998

: Actua)

- 119,068

- bo, 952

- 159,620



 

59,000] 753,764

27,000 | 108,683,

1,231,000] ge, uu7

 

 

1,203,500

228,000

1,831,500

e199,

 

son

?Actual

  



1,208,593,

97405

1,305,998

 

225,395

1,405 37
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?TABLE IIT

 

Comparison of PRIC Total Costs with Pive Your Plan Projections

 

 

?ALL Prograne: 05, 06, and O7



?Operations and Equifment

& Prog. OT

Fiscal Year Projection Actual of Total,

1958 - $ 159,620 100

1959 - 509,373 00

1960 : 672,869 100

261 $1,232,000 ohehur 300

1962 1,432, 500 hol, 647 3

1963 1,700,000 1,938,994 B

16th 1,750,000 1,901,657 6

1985 1,890,000 2,117,000 8

1966 2,020,000 2,998,000 (st) 69 (Est)
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is evident that 1f Progran 07 alone is considered, there has been

a persistent underfinancing in terms of the Job to be done. The

remit is that Program OT is about where it could have been and

should have been at the end of FY-1962.



om the other hand, epectal research has been developed

rapidly with the introduction of Programs 05 and 06. Programustic

research, although not prinartly designed to serve the research

neods of graduate education, doce offer a substantial opportuntty

for a inited number of graduate students. Tn Table TIT, therefore,

?the total coste of ell programs are compared vith the projections of

?the Five Year Plan. From this it 1s evident that the total exe

penditures in PRC ty AEC are now appreciably more than projected

in the Five Year Plan.

As noted, special research aids a program in graduate education,

but the one does not substitute for the other. At the level of

funding now avatlable for Progran 07, it 1s not po!

 

tle to operate

adequately in all of the disciplines involved. Considering all.

factors, {t vould appear thst @ fully effective program in Training

and Haueation vill require spproxinately $1,500,000 yearly in

operations and $100,000 for equipment, or $1,600,000 total. ?This

?level. should permit @ productive effort in agriculture and medicine,



vith parallel euphasis on reactor applications and physical sctences.
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Bt is suggested that Program O7 should hold at approximately

this level until further experience kas dndiented a definite

need for additional expansion,

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

 

1. The utilization of miclear energy ie an essential

 

a,

in cone instances, critical factor in latin american development.



?To the extent taat the United States participates in

 

sie develope

ment as a matter of 2

 

{tional policy, the nuclear energy activities

 

should be pursued et an appropriate level,

2, The necessary base for technological developent <n atin

?America is @ great acceleration in education at all levels with @

rapid strégthening of the sefences in the universities together

with the neceseary refoms of university structure and funccion.

3. Puerto Rico ie highly suitable for advanced training tn

the application of muclear energy to developmental problens since



dn this sicrocom the student may explore, not only the theoretical

approaches, but also may observe at first hand the applications to

the practical problens of a small eociety in rapid development.

4, Agriculture, for the purposes of this discussion, toms

2 complex with industry and toth may be greatly Denef'ited through

?the Introduction of nuclear energy.

5. The Training snd Béxcation Program of the thclear Censer
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should be further developed along Lines sintlar to those now tn

operation. For the foreseeable future, it enould level off in

costs at about 254 nore than the current level. esearch, whet

ie essential to graduate education, should continue to be directed

 probleas of primary importance to the United States, or to ite

foreign policy, so thas dixect benefit to the nation mey be forth-



coming from taie operation in the tropics.

6. Programmatic research should continue tts orderly develop

nent to the extent dictated ty the national interest. The inves-

?stgations should ve those unique to @ tropical enviroment or those

whose nature indicates that the tropical Location of PRIC ean confer

a definite sclentifte advantage.

7. the primary mission of the Puerto Eico Nuclear Center shoulé

 

continue +0 be in relation to tatin Anerican development, but the

doors should be opened to a greater extent to advanced students from

the United States. To the extent thet 1t 1s AEC poltey, the sane

consideration should be extended to a small mamber of nationals of

other countries.

8, In conformity with the policy decisions, the physical plant

should be axplified to achieve greater efficiency and coordination.

?The University of Puerto co should continue to serve as the

operating contractor and encouraged to aaintain the pace of unt~



vereity developaent in the sotences that it hes recently denonstrated.
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9. The integrated medical services of Rierto Rico ant the

umsual freqienctes of some foms of cancer, establish an at-

?tractive opportunity for cancer research in cooperation with

ama,

20, The Five Year Plan, written in 1961, still constitutes

?@ reasonable statenent of progran objectives. ?The Training and

Blucation activities have not reached the full Level projected

in the plan but generally now stand in reasonable hamony with thet

plan when special research is consSdered,
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APRIODE A



?ADVIBORY COIMETIEE FOR BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE

to the

{TED SUATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

Washington 25, D.C.

 

Box 1823-U.P,R. Station

Ro Piedras, Puerto Rico

Octorer 6, 1950

Menorandim

To Mr. John Mstone, Cheimman ABC

Fron: The Advisory Comittee for Blology and Medicine

Subjec:

 

?The Fole of Riclear Energy in Inter-Anerican

Development

The renewed crisis in Latin Auerfca denands reappraisal of the

position, policy, and procedures of the United States.



im simple tems, the great need of Latin Auerica is a substan

tial increase in profuctivity -- an inerease not only in absolute

quantity but above all in tuan tema. Without a substantial aug=

mentation in manayear output, there ean be no real improvenent. te

the general standart of Living.

 

Sur policy of aid has been: (a) to sond technicians to Latin

?America who know bow to inerease food production or inprove public

health, (b) to keep our hands on the purse strings. ?hese two

policies carry their ov built-in weaknesses:

 

 

With respect to (a), we do not encourage our youth to take up

forctan service as a carser and we have few schools to train foreign

technicians. Often the technicians we send abroad bave never been

out of their hone environment before and they cannot walt to ge!

?back. ney seldom can epesk the local Language and they want to

eecape the fleas and the flies and get hone as soon as possible.

 



 

In regard to (b), to give people money and then to tell thes

Une 1t must be spent? according to the gospel of the G.A.O. is,

stultifying and eel? defeating.

ide of the Comittee suggest that s new approach 13 needed.

Clearly, the ABI cannot revise Aner:
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"teaven the loaf" by setting up a pilot plant, possibly through the

Inter-smerican Mucleer Energy Comission or the Pierto Rico Miclear

Center.

of concern to us 4s the application of modern technology in a

reasonably sophisticated and inforsea society. This 4s equivalent

fo saying that one of the estential requirewents sa radical and

repid elevation in the qiality of education, particularly in the

Scientific fields. The education progran in science mist be directed



to the establistment of a broadly based scientific competence from

whten can energe the specialists upon whon the pace of development

must ultimately depend. Tis is the seed corn for the great crop of

technological progress.

Miclear acience can play a definite part in accelerating the

pace of development, to a degree comensurate with the development

Bf the educational systen of each country. Here one finds the

Gniguely powerful toole which in the hands of the expert may dra

matically compress the tine scale of hunan progress. In the short

{ine that nuclear energy has been available for peaceful develop~

ment, only the most superficial application of these renarkable

Tools hae been attenpled, especially in agriculture where Tatin

Inerican needs are anong the most crucial.

 

?The contribution of mclear energy 48 ths seen to be a very

broad one in a general upgrading of eeience and technology. Taking

Latin Anerica as a vuole, the areas of top priority for mclear

activities are agriculture and medicine with mclear power develop

iment coaing a: a mich ore deisverave pace except in special areas where

Tt can contribute economically to the prompt utilization of proven

 



 

net approaches are feasible and also most productive? The

ost Snportant ones in the long run are in the field of education.

Tere, as in other areas of developsent, programs of immediate bene~

fit mist be combined with those of long term values. An under~

privileged popilace vill not be content with revards in the inde-

Pinite future. Some reqilts mst be obvious in a short span of

tine and these are Likely 20 thow at different levels of education

in the various countries.

 

Ls Blueation

?The pace of development in education is that of Iuman

growth, The expansion of good education depends upon the develop

ent of capable and dedicated teachers. Ultimately, this is a

University responsibility. In the meantine, however, certain
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ness of extss



 

ovts say bs made ds the quality and, effective

Y edacstional syesons.

 

 

 

chars of science

?here bas deen sufficient experience in the U.S. to

st apecial training or high achook acience

os van be made highly auccesaful through com

jevation with university science faculties. Such @

cogminy with enphasie cn auclear colenew, cold be

sururited curiaz she sunser recess throughout Latin

Aoarita, The coarse content and the pattern of argan~

isa lon have been established and but Little alter-

lous national syevens of etueation

    



      

  

 

 

sabrenadty level espe:

sconpl ished ay providias

Dla" om conn.

   

Y, much can be

ceshing Tor stacy withic

Unser sush @ program, a

a university could have ore or two

of spects? study in an outstanding department of

Aitlon ih his ox country. & progran of

Beer Uriel in Bragit tor five



  

 

 

   

  

 

   

 

 

ty

f udvanced otsly at the postagraducte

| are feeded for those vho have taken

SGantacs of the resources dn thetr own countries.

shi ve ac expansion 9° exiting prosrans with

of thetr terme of reference, The proztan

sysoealy Uist 8, there should be pro=



Peliowshizs Tor culssantieg U.S, stedence

/, Anarioun gniversivies at the graduate

   

   

    

 

  

 

ing activities shewid tring ateut a pro-

+ in University eciense faculties

caing modivine, ds dmprovenent will not take

Sener, antera seriat% changes take place in

Siversiny slouctore. Aieguste salaries to permit

ine testaicg and researeh, stability of tenure,
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fand a climate in vhich scientific research nay progress

are essential. Tnplied are standards of student selec-

?tion and Limitation of enrollment in the universities

and a strong administrative authority in mature and

Fesponsibie hands. Most of the Iatin American univer-

sities require sone degree of reorganization to provide

?the cultural and celentific basis for professional

education and to establish the structure of post=

graduate studies.

?The encouragenent of national research and educational

councils could facilitate the organizational changes

Which are necessary.

2, Research

Both the tradition of scholarship in the sciences and the



physical means for its activity must be en-ouraged and assisted.

Equigment for research can be provided fram external saurces but

?the intellectual clinate is the responsibility of the institution.

A few major research centers are needed. These generally

?should be associated either with a single university or a group of

universities. Group associations of this kind are still very new

and experinental in the U.8.; they are unknown in latin Anerica,

but the prospects are reasonably good in sone countries,

 

Again, all fields of science are included tut special emphasis

?should be uipon the physical and biclogical sciences that bear upon

basic agricultural, medical, public health, and engineering problns.

3. Program anphasis|

For the generalities to have xeaning, the progran mst

be expressed in tems of specific goals and priorities. These

need to be stated as a result of consultation axong experts who

have special knovledge of the problens snd resources of the various

countries. Tentatively, the prinary emphasis In mclear science

might be upon agriculture and melicine in tems of man mtrition

and the secondary one upon the developaent of new power source:



 

a, Agriculture: In the agricultural field, neither the

production of calories nor conterporary market value

is an adequate goal. The complete nutritional

requirenents of man should determine the direction of

Agricultural development. A progran giving special

?attention to research and development? in the follow=

ing fields could be exceptionally rewarding:

 

 

 

|
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Blant Sreeding. Generally, the work of the plant

breeder is directed to achieving the most satiafac~

tory reassoriment of extsting genes end the pace i

detemined ty the growth characteristics of the plants

Entirely ney characters, or mitations,



occur relatively infrequently. However, the adapta

Lion of inportant food plants to different environment

may require the presence of mitant characters in order

to succeed. The various forms of muclear radiation,

and especially neutrons, may be the means of achieving

this objective through their capacity of Ancreaeing the

frequency of mtations.

 

    

 

 

 

It vould be dusirable to direct prinary attention

to improving the quality, productivity, and resistance

to disease of fcod plants already established in the

various climatic zones, but especially in the tropic

Cn the basis of new knowledge "mis gained the aecond

step could be the adaptation of plants of desirable

Features fron other parts of the orld and from df=



ferent climatic zones.

 

 

In many tropical regions, the effective develoment

of a dairy industry is hampered by the lack of nutri-

?ious forage capable of growing on poor land and upon

hillsides. Por exumple, in Pierto Rico, the trailing

indigo mects these needs excellently save that it is

toxic for cattle. The development of a mtant variety

Iscking the toxie factor could make poseible the pro-

fitable use of marginal land ina highly desirable

nutritional shirt involving the expanding consunption

of dairy products.

Soll Fertility. Tiroughout Latin dmerica, vith

great Tange of scl types and conditions, far more

?must be known concerning the availability of essential

elements if productivity is to be increased substan-

tiatly. Particularly with respect to the trace

elements is there need for a large agount of work for

upon these elonente not only doce the vigor of the

plants thenselves depend, but also mich of Munan mal~

nutrition 1s the result of their deficiency. Radio-



Isotopes are indispensable for these studies and may

be the only means ty which some of the problens may?

be resolved.
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Of cutetanting wiiitty in this field ic activation

analysis waioh ensbies the rapid eotination of extre

nely minute anounte of many elenents. Ike technique

regires a source of neutrons eo thet th

mist be carried ut dn those vonters poss:

   

 

    



Winter Kasaurses. he study of the vater resources

of a country including undergroind storage and nove=

ent ay be greatly facilitates by miclear technology.

The meagurenent of natural tritium is of uw greatest

valve and may dinestiy indicate the degree of depen:

dence of underground supplies upcn local rainfall.

Radiolectopes such aa tritian may be added in snail

amounts e= critical pointe +0

volume of underground flow.

becomes an adjunct to other pro

delineation of tue water Tecs.revs of a country, &

study that i¢ eocentéal for invelligent planning of

agricultural, industrial and urban developrent.

 

    

 

 

       

Medicine: ?The grexinot single contribution of nuclear

energy to clinics) nedizine end pubiic nealth in the

next decade will pretably Le in the broad ares of



Alagnosis. Wile many of the health probline of Latin

America recult fron infectious disease, corplex ena

Little understcod retabolls disturbances are frequent

and also often intermingled. Gone of these distur-

bances ane mivritions! in origin while the basis of

others is completely ceecare. Procedures Involving

the use of Seis andj tagged organi compound mist

be moved from the ruswarch Laboratsrics vo eldnical

practice as ?spidiy es possiole. Tras requires the

Closest of wvescsasion bevwman the muslear centers

fand tnoee of maainal eds sical research.

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 



 

 

   

sae Seals of

areas of ingest b> hich wuclear seienee may

Bake significant contritations. for oxampie, redio=

Leovopis tagging of mosquitoes in their natural

environment. «0 ae"

span and other pepsiat!on chara

very Uttie upicyea; ye ters

Walon eseer
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©. Miclear Powers We have stated that the development

of muclesr power in Iatin Anerica eust inherently

proceed st glover pace than the nuclear applications

in agriculture and sesivine. Partly this is due to

?the state of tho art, tut largely it is related to the

rate of growth of the power market in any given country

which in turn is Linkes with other economie factors of

inlustrial nd urban development.

 

 

Watle one rast be prepared co accept delayed returns



in this riela, we feel that the most serious considera

tion should b8 siven to the establishment of a few

nuclear power stations in resions of critical power

shortage. In this connection, ve feel that the choice

of Puerto Rico for » aovelomental plant was @ parti-

cularly hoppy orn as & first step of a eound Latin,

Anerican prograr.

4k, Method of operaticn

A doveloprenta? prosvan for Latin Acerica should presup-

pose the active finsncisi participation of all the associated coun

tries. Tnevitably, it wuld fell to the U.S. to carry a large

bare of the Tinarcial gurde:, It then vecares Leapting to some

to insist that the U.S. chould nirestiy control the expenditure of its

contribution. Experience indicatos, however, that operation

through an internattonal orcwsizetion auch ag the Organization of

the American States in the ony ria leads to the greatest degree

of real cooperative endeavor wid the preservation of national aige

nity. In the revently establisnes Division of Scientific Develop.

ment of OAS, vith the aszoctated Inter-American Nuclear Bneray

Comission,? there appears to ve at band the necessary organizational,

structure for the purpose.

     



 

 

      

 

Long experience in cooperative undertakings has shown that the

best results ore obtained shen there 1s only « suallminority of

foreign nationals of high conpetence engaged in'a project. Further,

for each foreign naticnai, trere should be a sounverpart fram the

host country. Thece paira shewld work taretner in complete unity.

The termination of sorvice of the foreign national will thea alwys

Leave a well trained and competent local person to carry on.

Wo stress our conviction that ARC should not develop ite

international progran in {sclation but rather that it should take

?he lead in achieving close integration with all other agencies of

goverment which have responeibilities for coientitie developuent

and for che inprovenent of education. The program operations of
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?these agencies should be based upon  comon philosophy and should

nove along lines that are mutually reinforcing.

 

 

nally, we recognize that the scientific development of &

countey ust take place vithin a sound soctologic and economic

Structure. Forward planning mist take cognizance not only of the

fopirations of people bat also of the resources vhich nature ha

provided. yith the studies of resources for the future must be

leeoclared those of population trends. The achievenent of a favor-

ble distrtoueion of population fe vital to intelligent planning.

Hanan health and happiness may be vitiated by excescive vopulation

Geneitice on the one hand and gross underpoptlation on the other.



We are confident that the various Lines of inter-American develop-

ment may ue directed within the broad perspectives of foreseeable

soclal needs:

 

 

   

  

   

 

 

Recomiendat ione:

fo advance the purposes of Inter-American development, we

recomend 70 the Cowatssion that it:

 

aecognize the potential contribution of micleer energy

to Latin smeriemn development in scientific fields vitel



Yo economic progress ané human health;

2. tye the epontoring by the U.S. Government of @ strong

Gevelopmental program along Lines set forth in this

memorandum;

3. Lnvite the consultation of experts under the acgist of

the Inter-American Thelear Energy Comission to

deternine the specific objectives of a progran of

feoonoie and selentifie Sevelopment and their order

Of priority; ana

Coneider the desirebility of aseigning the operating

Fesponsioility to the Organization of American States

 

Respectfully submitted,

John C. Bugher, Chairmen

H. Bentley Gla

Fred J. Hodges

Janes H. HorsfelL

Robert Loeb

Leonidas D- Marinelli



Carl V. Moore

Janes ii. Sterner

Herland G. Wood
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APPEIDIX B

FIVE YEAR PLAT

1, ErEcoverton

The Puerto Rico Muslear Center, oper et

 

A by

  

veceity.



 

of Puerto Rico ander a contract with the U. 8, Atonte Energy

Commission, vas established in dct

 

ver, 1957, as part of the Atons-

for-pesce progran. It grew out of the propo:

 

ate by President

Eisenhower on Saly 22, 19%6, el the Panuné Conference, that work be

Anttinted to ?hasten the beneficial usee of miclear forces ?hrougn=

out the hentephere - both in industry and tn combating disesse,

?The main objective of this Center iz to serve az an effective teach-

 

ing and research organteation in the principal spplicatione of muclesr

energy. ?The University of Puerto Rico gives graduate credts for the



majority of courses offered ty the Tuclear Center and ite prinespal

 

teaching staff are mobers of the Faculty of the University.

The Michear enter is bilingual with the to

 

 

2 proton

nantly in Spanish. Xnowledse of English is ro! required for admission

to the courses given However, a veading inowleage of English as veld

fa Spanish is to be encouraged and, in fact, the great majocity of

graduate students in the universities

 

Jatin Averica today not only

ead English well but also possess reasonac,



 

fe kL in speaking the

language.

 

?The Center operates on the three campuses of the University:

Mayaguez, Rfo Piedras and San Juan, At Mayaguez, near the campus of

?the College of Agriculture ani Mechan

 

Arts, are located the reactors

and associated facilities for instruction at the Master of Sctence

level in Miclear Soience and Technology, Health Phyoiee, and Agricule

 

�
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se



 

tural Blo-Selencee, The expuasie in ral fy en

 

plant physiology aud vadiation genetics.

At the Rfo Pho

 

6 awl San uae campuses, the progran 15

 

medically oriented in great part. Howver, tratning In ruitotectop=

technology 1s alec given hers vith Ineneacing attention to ragio+

chenistry and plyeieal chouistry, in the me@ical ela, the primary

 

exphasis 12 upon nev wethots of Atsgnorta 07 atsoase ant tn Sm



 

wine

 

 

?the applications of rudiation fa the trestaont of cancer,

  

Bince Word4 Wer Ii, there has boon @ great acceleration In

setentific progrees throughont Latin Anerica, The exert to whten

 

there i @ constant improverent in the quality of education to setenee

land in research in the leating untverstttes has sok b

 

genarally,



 

sp the TB, Tosa

 

| Uatia knevica has bean

 

oxteate? towards Tope, and fo Literature and the arte

thie de still true. in the

 

wey newwer, ihe susoeiation #Lt

 

the U. 8, has been ruck ace

 

+ eepretaliy in rocant yom



 

        

     

 

 

The pro crease tr quality of sducatton tn tanta

American wntversition hae a apostal iapls those selontitie

centers ant tivtitutes tat ane tated -

dsevican

presume 10

of the
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improvenert in propuraticn of

  



of their offoris so must eave te

 

tine ps

 

 

 

and devote theweele anes to gaetuace emonticn aml research.

   

mis fins

 

 

volntlonary @rgqosa #38 not os

 



single refomution. Ae the cgecist

 

a relingsish

 

the nore elementasy sot wath

   

mors vance:

 

Scloatific Lexi

  

ina mumber of che

 

Persp?



 

 

where in Bracil and Chile there ts totay « sananaehts grap of young

   

geneticists of high compet roa cubstsx

 

strength aa vevers? countrass,

 

  

st aeances In gublis new

 

the gent conn accuses have been

 



achieved in Sovth facrict, The sorldvide cumstsa to eeanteate mala~

 

  

fia Se largely based on technology devetopad Lo Seouti, Suostantsai

compatence alreuiy fad radu schentetry in Breetl,

 

Argentina, and Ch

Certain characseristire of Lavin Anseioen uatvorsttzes

 

operate to retard scientific development, eop

 

which are Amdacantaliy mlthisecig inary

 



sional schools ndunte education

 

malty Wave sine provision fer poe

 

bat it fe the ant

     

 

oriented prograa off grauusie otaline
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In order for Mull progeeas tn setence to be achieved,

certain changes must take piace in the

 



rusture of nost Eatin

 

American universities, Alequate conditions to permit ?ull tine

teaching and research are essential. There must be fim standards

of stufent selection and linitation of enrollment, with strong

adnintstrative authority in mature ant responstble hands rather

?than in those of an adolesseat etulent body. Most of the Latin

American universities require sone degree of reorganization to

provide the cultural and scientific basie for profesetonal eduestion

 

and to establish the atmuetv

 

of post-graduate studies.

TET, INTER-«MERICAN COO=ERAN

 



TM ADVANCING THE USES OP NUCLEAR

ENERGY

 

?A cingle center auch as the Puorto Rico Thxclear Center

camot function properly without reference to the needs sud resources

 

 

of Latin anerica and without close cooperation with other scientific

centers in the various coustrice, Maclowr getence must find tte

 

proper place in the porspocttves of setence tf 15 1s to make tts full

contribution to the goreral welfare.

Tn a recent report to the U, 5. Atomic Energy Com

   



its Mvisory Committee for Blology snd Medicine said:

   

telear scterce can play a definite part

4m accelerating the pace of develeppant to a

urate with tne development of che

oa Of each 0 Mere on

je uniguely yowrrtul tools thick in the

Io cf the uygest nay dewmatioally compress
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the tine seals o? mucus progress. In the ghovt

Vine thet sickowr asengy nas oeen availarle for

poaceftu develowwrt, only the mast euperticial

application of thea mmatkable tools had teen

atteeyied, uspactally In agrioulivze vhere latin

Anexiear ieods arc mung thy moat orurial

 

 

 

Ghe coutstbuttoy of suelews snangy be thus

geen to te a vury tral une in a geweral upgrading

OF sebecse an Slogy. ?Teiing Tatin America as

Bvnole, ty azar af top potority for mectear

1s ure sertegbture and negleine with nuclear

nore eltberate

cae whom It ese sontribute

Uizntion ot proven

 



    

  

     

 

   

  

   

  

approucies are 2

The vent aye:

eld of

?progueth

nave in the

heretty ?wat Ps

valve. Aa store Lvizeiged ¢

Beane Toeaite east be

and thoes are tikety to chow ar diferent

of aducatiou is tne vartuns coustriee,?



   

  

  

 

    

Not only sre tumre a carbe> of stag ecfertitic centers

   

tu Lati ews

  

 

12 of suclear studies

 

already extol, Cotutasiing acne the latter are the Inetitute at



  

the Onby

 

soxnat smaller program

at the atv can Atonte Energy

   

Vonatssicn, in asacotwiten ulin the Cavezesty at Bvenos Anes and

 

?the Instat

  

2 subetantiel

   

 

 



?A small reactor

 

ped. At Swe Paulo,

asnoctuted research Atvisiona

 

 

pig, wd hulsgy. Mess Gerais hae a
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pool seacter of 100 Kijevatts and is developing a graduste program

around 11 with participation ty the medical school. Venezuela has

 



now in operation in ihe research center @ three megawatt pool reactor

which constitutes one unit of @ multidiceiplinaty research center of

about four tines the magnitude of MWC. Radtotsotopes (often from

iaywel) are used

 

ge quantities in practically all of the

yaiverettios south of the Ro Grande. A vartety of accelerators

fare tn use in Mexico, Bra:

 

, Argentina, and chile.

as te

 

at effort of its kind on the part of the T. 8.

 



 

 

outelde ttn continital bomdere, the Puerto Rico Wuelear Center is

neither the first sor the

 

sgest of such 1

 

Asutions tn Latin

 

fmarica. at, theny ©

 

tte long range mission? Clearly,

a vast expansion to cake It another



 

stienal laboratory vould be

 

 

umviae in a goveracitel unit ep srell as that of Puerto Rico.

 

Netther work!

 

    

2 yoriticn of the 0, 8. for the center

An Puesto voauetive competition with similar

 

   



 

countries.

 

    

1st look fer Somtues whezein the FIC nay be distine=

tive ani wis 44 cay git aubstantielly to the total sclentific

 

rescuzen? of the As vee to mind at once, Puerto

  

Rico

  

ea, the elinatic zor

 



where so many of

the dere

 

ere ave to ve found, With the excep-

  

ton of the axa: ?civera!t? Lovantue in the Congo, PRC,

 

the Indies

 

etitute tn Venezuela are the

only research certeve in the tyepiee where neutrons are avatieble in
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Sreond, Fuerto Klco 1s not only in the tropies, it ta an

olan in the tropise, ent

 

us pr

 

nts sharp scological bourdaries

 

vhich greatly faciiie:

 

mary phasos of agricultural and redieal

research, Tis variety of



 

fivonaeat makes Et possible to approxi-

ate the clinatl

 

?ceditions of goat of tropical America,

Third, Arto Riec ds tteel? a nedel of rapid latin Anertean

Aovelepment, Health eurvices aa sanitath

 

actually exceed in quality

   

those of most of the states, Ths so-called "@lerases of the tropics

 

are here elther cow svadieatud or rapidly approaching tematnation.

Social ang iniustviat ¢



 

opcont 07 a planed basts are world fancus.

ime

  

tundard of Living excelie by far that of any jatin Anerican

 

courtay.

 

oatly representative of

?hoa found ir. other tatin Aeerica: areas that experimental results

 

snmaxy Clelds have dizect application in other countries.

 



Prom thesy considerations, 1+ Wold uypear that FRIC

should function ccepevatively rather thar coapetatively with the

other contere

 

Laten an

 

fa, ft should be an dastitution prsoseu-

pled with the pecblens of the tuples which, ty thetr

 

ture, mist be

solved tn the toeptes. Hove

 

2 Teli nich In the Wester Hentephere



tt shares only vit

 

Fas Tnatst

 

fod posaeesos ar enormous

 

advantage cver the latter in that it can cok te the nations Labora

 

tories ant the ustversiti

 

sof che U.S. for support. FAN? enJoys a

   

depth of support autchea by ss ?ity oP national center tn



 

ve fomexorR, the

 

© Rico Muslear Center
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nay be reganied as a unit of a Pan Avertean ayates of scientific

developnent and research which should take eo ite primey interest

those major problens which have special tropieal reference. Sint

larly, the other centers and institutes should be arpected to giv:

their most active attention to Lasuee distinctive of thetr regione.

te one of these should undertake prograns that are better executed

elaewhere.

{Bo achieve the full benefits of the cooperative endeavor,

reasonably frequent conferences should be helé and w conatderuole

amount of consultation should be encouraged. Progran planning axa

execution should be benefitted and a climate of cooperative se



 

undertaking gradually established.

 

The composition of the pregran of MHC mist be determined by

the needs and resources of Tatin America. Until the present year, the

center hae been directed alnost exclusively to th

 

tosehing of techniaves

im the application of miclear energy and te the teaching of courses

 

substantially at an undergraduate or elonentary level. A few year

ago, this vas the type of education for which student

 



generally tn

Latin Anerica wore qualified and which waz prinarily neaded. Take

 

nov no longer the cage, ?The raptd progress of higher edueation tn

 

Latin fueron ant the Mov of graiuate stutents to actentiftc centers

of the U. 8. over the past decade have now nate It possible fer alt or

 

nearly ali of the leading uulversities to offer satisfactory courses

 

elementary and technical character.

?A FRYC progran devoted to the level cf pcrely technleal,

 

�
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eSuestion ia not neednd tn the Aan duress genes; it would also tund

 

Ancrwasingly te attract Less

 

1 prepare

Graaually the peattion of YW vould ke oatsblished es one of infertor

quality, Incapable of seeting the neads cf atus

 

sate from the better

vatvarsities, partiewlurly these feu Soath Ameri

 

To nalntain tta effectivmess ac a regicaal center, FRIC



 

achieve wolautific ani acatemic distinction in the Ttelds in

   

Which It can opsoate te the grostest advantage. his inevitably

moana a sairt of anphants fur yarvly technical tasteuction to a post

   

Junte curtouiua atacctated with @ stro

 

arch program. The

 

aooal is wide FRO ahows pe gest setiw aw thors in which there 42

sd

 



atio the erewrest

  

We the alvarcment of lerwledge, Matieine

aod agetouiture, oriented to the tropica, me obylozsly major areas

ef proesan activity. However, gratcate sturation ard esearch in these

  

Ftolda caw

   

te peudiotivy without strong pesveneos 1a the physteal

seinnces, lueioay prysiet aa vadiosheatatry ano indtepenesble to the

effective Sevwlezcont of ths bionseieal aeieseet, Consequantly, an

5 of FRE activition on a

 

coe Front

 



  

ho Inatitation Le ts by achieved

 

© ts now a lange

 

ia relstively weak; certalaly

 

90 of the Ha au they have been cot

search activity has buen in the Medieal Sehcol..

 

+ the plynieal seteneos, fhe reasons

 

  



hems; tut the fact is baste
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to the forvart planing of the PRC progras. ?The UFR faculty eaniot

supply all of the scientists with the alvanced acadente qualifications

which aze needed. The development of strength through the training of

young Puerto Ricans in U. 8, institutions would require several yer

 

1a delay wateh would be fetal to the objectives of HRIC. ?The path to

foliew ty necessity appears to be that of strengthening the eetentific

staf? by recruitment from outside Buerto Rico, chiefly from the U. 6,

untverai tics bat wico from other countries vien suitable candidates

 

nay be so oncountered, At the sane tine advanced tratning of young

Puerto Alcan sclocttets ts easential for the futuse.



Hoe of mattste recratted fron outside Puerto Rico

 

 

will probebiy be texporary but some should be willing to identity

?themselves permanent

 

with PRIC. Obviously, such Individuals mst

 

be acceptable to the University as tenure faculty members 1° they are

to be vonsidenad pemmanent members of the academic community. In ay

case, sowvice on a izave of absence basis of less than two years would

not be generally proviuctive and there should be @ reasonable prospect

that the visiting selantict will continue nie

 



scetatton as part of

 

nie activity in his om untveraity.

These re

 

urko tn the university fraxevork apply equally to

those whose actmal ye!

 

sts are in the national aborutories or other

 

npectal sesoarch Insti tstions. There shold be a epectal elats on

 

the national Isberatcates because cf their conplete identi fieation



with the atente

 

ny poogran.
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fon the Mayaguc? canpus, these 1s a building with approxi

vnieh houses the resouret

 

mately 39,009 square fest ef Flooe

 

(000 aquare feet foo:



 

ctor and the laboratories. k grouskcuse of

 

14 vita the necezeury features for

 

avon has bes eorstzset

thy taoplen, ko wasidinry pallding of Low cost constriction

   

 

1p Wied there

 

stor und teaching activities fe

 



Sration ta TY-62 or

   

Sn tnadequate space fs plawas for

 

early F-62.

 

cre cossareh reactor. A

 

?The Largest plooy of squtpeen

ob typi) this wanter fs presently oprruting st one mogawatt, but it

 

 

ane



 

1) to vaise the pumes Inter to flys mgawatta, Tt is 4

 

vas

 

 

for saximar Flexibility ant reas ali fe:

The second nenctor tH 4 JO-wAt aguecas hencgensous Typs aad has proved

 

Aevabias ouster opesatcra and for veaching the principles

   

 

fs eraphitesnataral usanfun suberitical



phew the reactor physics

   

 

ompion of may

work with saterdals

   

the Iatorstoctus ary wil

 

app

oth lew acd tlgh Lavels of vaifuactivity. Thene are fully egaipped

   

   

ey ant piysios. 8 gw



incorarorion for math:

 

 

Station Pyectie tidy of railation effects

 

 

fest for tetearch
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he fo Fletrae 2ocation, the variove programs ars to be

koused in a busising of approximately 22,200 eguare feet floor aren

 



vn tion. The new structure is part of the

 

te now x

  

 

?comp

Puerto Rico Medical Cenver now unie~ development and is close to the

  

Few Concer Houpttal and also conven! University Hospital

 

woe

 

land other units of she growing Kidscat Center. A ual? amount of



 

 

space Will still co belS at the Medical Sskeol tn San Jua ane in

the school of Natural Sefences on the main campus.

VaJor AFT equipment avaliable to the San Juan-Rfo Pledras

prograns consist of a coxpists radiotectope training laboratory, an

 

 

6,000 caries fixed-fieid Cotelt-60 teletherapy unit, Cobalt-60 needles

and capsules of various <iges totel2ing aboxt 800 radium milligran

equivale.: and other items of counting and radiation mescursnont

ne Padiotierapy and Cancer program utilizes

 

?equipnent: In addition,

tthe following equipment wiieh te omel ty the Dr. T. Gonzélex Oneolo-



gleal Hospital:

 

. Potattocat, of gpproxinately

koe curse

 

erherspy obait-60

 

 

Two deep therapy X-ray untvs

fe: Que superficial therapy Xeray uctt

4. Approxinately 700 eilligrems of radiun in the form of

needle and cells of various sizes and activities.

 

 



The use of the atove cquipaent by the Radiotherapy and Cancer

Division 1s strtecly depentant on the work load of these units as sche

2 Martines 0:

     

vouosienl ions
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{comme

 

 

?he gocarel organizaticn ts shown in the scconpanying

chart. Ske program Turetions under a Lirector and two Associate

Directors, each of the

 



Lutter being prizartly responsible for one

of the geographic subitvialons of the Cont

 

Tee Tirector reports

to the Chascelloy of the

 

versity through the Bean of Medicine in

 

matters pertaining to the Mo Pledvas-San Cuan campuses and through

?the Vicethmeriice in martes

 

concerning th: Nayeque area,

Ths major prograx arese are



 

repsvaunted by Divisions, each

with ita roapective Head, whic te responsible for the operations in

 

te progra acva.

To an in

 

sasing ext

 

the progeane will tend to involve

the entirs center ani eamines mast be taken te offs

 

ft the endtesps

Amposes ty the snpazattcn cf 100 miles cetwows the two halves of the



organization, Nolera con

 

{Hone are tmperative and plans are

under vay to uive thle part of 1

  

protusn. The exieting telephone

gervica 1 ont

 

tnalnquate, Fart of the coammicuttons lack ean

be renedie? ny a aserowave bean installation curving telenk

 

teletype, a:

     



in with 2 provision for date

 

tranater but 20 that full aie

vantegs euy bu tar: y Which the Unt

versity os pie
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vi. PRESAIT

 

500

 

 

nit progvars of the Tuclear Center at Mayaguez

comprise @ series of ccurses of instrustion viich lead to a Master of

Science degree:

Le



?Delusles Goiense and Ingineccine Prosrag: The

PRG offers a fell curriculum leading to the degree

   

of Nagter of Science fn lsclear Technology. The

course of etsy starts with the swmer seseion

amd requires one r

The carrieniu:

clear aciewe> and engineering foLlow-

2 bows approves Wy the Consteston Tor

hy theue fellowship holders, The currt-

sm wag first given {n FY-1958 aid 18 designed

to give thy students an undermeansing of the theory

and operation of uieleur reactors and the assocl~

Chemien! wit wvtailurgical processes.

  

        

    

     

sop bat og: This to

wear prices First given in 1959-60 asa



leading te the degrea of Yaster of Science in

Rallelegteal iwveies. Tie curriculum te desig-

  

   

ned to provide the Sindanental knowledge in ra

 

retry, iaetmcwntatinn, and the principles of

pereiasible exposure ani preventation of unde~

sirable exposure. Tie stwient Jo also intro~

a So grea oF the legal aud public relation

aspects cf rasietion protection.

 

 

now Divieton was

pregently devel

noe pregrans which



  

The proapectases of tr

ey have been formated In close

wth of Agriculture

'¢ Ie expected, Fe an Leportant channel
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AL San we

toward radiotsstore

logical us

 

Reacasch activities of the Diviston have

aireaiy been Initiated with the oqutpment cur~

fently avallabie, A prelinicary study of the



Céfects of neutrons and gama radiation on a

taker of tropical plants, both as seeds and

In the vegetative form, are uncer vay, Lrradi~

fatea fuel agsemliea being utilized as high

Intenaity ganna aources. Cther studies 1

plant phyelology are being conaueted in e¢

Operation with the Fetcral Experiment Station

Gi the University of Puerto Fico Experizent

Station.

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

Rio Tisdeas the progeans are directed mainly

{lization aud tainirs, and medical and bio~



These prograne are as follows:

   

 

soe trosran: This

Tecr-woex cosnae patterned

after @ similar course offered ty the sk Ridge

Yoscisute of Muelear Stuiles. Its course

permits iclentifie and technical personnel to

Obtata training in the use of radioisotopes

ty ia

 

 

Dinical Yadioisctose Amplisations Fresca:

Gnts ia a fa tine prosren in training and

Fesarch ix the elisical applications of ra-

Btoiactness for dagnostic und therapeutic

yurpesia, #0 Kines of prograne are offered:

a short jem pregran Witeh muy last one oF

tuo comtne and another long tere program

whien way lagt from three months fo 8 year.



Th the alert earse tke more comon aLagnoa~

Se etresers. in the long

Course therapmitic ard research aspects of

yusloteotopes in clinicn) sedicine as well

fn the aiagnoatic procedures ere atrecsed.

After the Ceais radioiactors techniques

course haz ben euceessfclly completed,

two nevthe are spent at tho CLinteal Radio-

fuetups Laboratery ia femal prograz of

Lectura, sortzass, ant practical work

 

 

 

      

 

   

 

 



 

Sadictrerauhy ant Concer Tralnise Progeass

[fe tain parroae of thie pregrar is to teach

piye.stave the gets ose of Lonizirg radiations

in the freatract of cancer, Two types of
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or

    

     

 

 

particusar



u 3 yeas oF longer,

43 thre yea

Late tans Pequined

*saaiclugy. Tratnses

eer, acteraine the

mine tho rutton

lar tusor, plan

eer using eaiistion aloue or it,

a MaTh cthay nathede, carey cut

+ aad Polling #9 qeteretne

Hon thoy are tavghe to,

ole Sutnina: postlame asasckated

is ala0 broom

 

  

 

     

 

 



 

 

 

 

votationsi #4 yrattona'y pees sande

and const Re Utesitirial and

       

   

    

   

 

 

tla: 0 the pesaliat

che nealea! Moi. Inevaling cart ioular

ralfelactege tenn

 

   

ed, a total



    

yet cratetng. (Detadle

fare chow:

 

tre tent, OL are Moon 36 eountrive tn
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cy

raining in the Radiobiology Division has been Limited

to the use of facilities ty nine (9) nadia) schoo! students to de

specialized experinents in biosynthesis of radioactive sulfur

components by yeast and ths incorporation of raitoactive phosphorus

Into the phoephclipids of different tissues of albino rats, These

experinents were perfoned wider FRUC supervision. Training by this

tviston has been Limited by the Illness and eventual resignation

of the division head.



YL, FUTURE DEVELCPAENT AND EXPANSION

?te future developtent: and expansion of FRIC prograns

should be determined by the needs of Latin Averica ant Fuerte Rico

and the availability of quilified staff for the programs, The

Atecussion of future develogaent is primarily on ongantzational

Lines for clarity and presentation.

 

?The contract for the Center provides that it will be

 

?training and research institution, To date, however, emphasis has

 

?veer placed on training vith Little attentice being given to

 

research. Experience indicates that che measure of competence of



an institution offering graduate progvane lies In the quality,

 

vigor, and support of ite research. hs developuent of research

is a prerequisite to the offering of sount graduate level training.

Indeed, graduate education acd reacarch in a university may properly

 

?be considered az Bigh level training,
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Ay Mayagues Prograne

Le Reactor Divi

 

he Reactor Divivion de basically a

service division in charge of the pkysieal plant, running the

reactors, hot



 

21s, gama sources ant irradiutors szcording to

?the needs of the other divisions, Also it de a technical azviston

and the reactor supervisors mist iow how 4 reactor works, how

Sts performance can be maintained and inproved, how utnost safety

can be achievel consiecent with efficiency.

These are precisely the aspects that sary latin Anericans

will wish to learn, ao training courses are planned for then.

But to maintain the vitality of the staff and to contritate to

knowledge of reactor design ant operation, the staff menters muct

have the opportunity to engage in research ant developmert work

slong these Lines, This vork vill be done jointly with the Riclear

Science ani Technology Division for naximin ef'ectivenese.

Te 49 evident that thers are many possibilities for suitable

research, development, and testing prograce in reactor operations,

and these aspects should be encouraged, both for the sake of the

staft and that of potential trainees.

The research reactor has been operating since October, 1960.

Tt bas been checked under the manufacturer's supervision, and the

?teats have subsequently been repeated. No significant difficulties



have been encountered.

Procedures have boen written for the principal training and

research operations, such as start-up, rod calibration, neutron
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Srrediation, ote., and operator training courses will bo

 

stabLished.

It ts planned that al gratvates of the Nuclear Science ani Technology

Progran vill be eligible to obtain a reactor operator's license,

Neutron irradiation techniques will also be established for the

routing ixradiation of samples formaoarch ani instruction in 7RIC,

and for any other approved organization.

As tuey develep, all services by the research reactor will

tbe put unter zegular procedures. A number of instructions) experi-

ments, such as contiol cizeutt characteristics and operation, approach

to criticality, contzol rod calibration, pile oscilistion, void



reactivity, ete, will be developed

 

student use.

A sixeronth to @ one-year pregran for reactor supervisors

Will also be inttiated, A stuly of reactor operation will be carried

out, in cooperation with the Meteorological Station, to determine

coniitions unter vhtel highe

 

power operation of the reactor might

bbe permissible. Thess procedures may nerely require eultable veather

conditions, or may involve installing and testing a semt-enclosea

coolant cizeuit within tho pool.

 

Othes appropstate services ond activities, suck as neutron

activation analysis, grose rattation exposures, public inspection



tours ete. wll bo estebliched.

2.

 

end Tachnology Division: ?The preser

 

activity and rees:ived obligation of this dtvieion ie the teaching

of the courses that make up the curricula tn Nuclear Sctence and

?Technology; tha responsibility for scheduling faculty, students and
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n

facsiities for these curricula; ana tae de

 



pron! of research

prograns.

he nuclear cts

 

noes ani mcloar sagicwaring are preontly

     

in one division, Such a grouptne becorea avewara as the

Gtviston expands into the various sct!vittes with waieh it ie charged,

although this is an acceptuble expension, daring the initial catabitah-

nt of the Center,

 

3. Health Mhysies Civision:

 

iL recenbly ae

 



Aten

under Muclear 5:

 

 

 

wolegi, aalth Hyates nae now been

give: divisional status. In ite eiavetliance fu:

 

+t reports

to the Director and ie respongitle for nalth ani tn ala of

 

?the opsmatiogs of the Venter: voviexed

 



for propar eafagy

 

We ator: nnd dizcet

 

assistance in operstions are

 

orthouring tron the stag? of the ser

Divison, The previcus practice of contracting aut sont of the health

phystes operations 12 being o-senntinued ©

  

Boalth and Safety

function may be completely sez within tin angwntiation of RIC Ateet:

Otherwise, it would be impersibls 46 watutatn tre ab{Ltty te respond

effectively to an enorg:



rantologtesi.

    

tucttor.

 

In Its teaching ars zvacarch Munetions, the Headtn Pysics

Bvision will furstion a2 do th other iviskon

  

WELL bo eco

    

canmus. ne Uk Us cvordents

 

part of the trataine uf &:

 



2 be given at me Medi=

   

eal Center wore the

   

vusenne WLLL baeone wore Pantht

 

with the atta

ations wherein patients most te giver

 

aputie reitation exposures
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w



Without endangering the health of those in the vicinity.

Environmental surveys vill be, in part, the responesbility

Of this Division. ?here Le special interest in alequate ecological

stuiles of the Rincén region before operation of the Bonus reactor.

4. Curricula: the Center at Wayseuez has ofterea ?yo

curricula lealing to the Master's dogrea: a Master of Sctence in

Suolear Scteres and Techrology and a Master of Science in Radio

Jogical Fisica. Based on the experience of the last three years,

1 Lo apparent that these two curricula do wot adequately meet the

nesds of the vtadents

 

king to attend the Puerto Rico Nuclear

vent

 

it Je proposed to substitute the following degree prograna,

eli of itch wound require the same total number of senester credite

for the master's degree - {ui least 30 end rot more than 36). Pach

 



ny edutsston requinments appropriate to the Tiold of spectal=

Seation, 412 vould requt

 

a portion of the tctal effort to be

applied to a special project, thesia, or design problem, as appro-

 

Brite, Moreover, {na mancer afetlar to that of most proven: aay

evaduate schools, the curricula would be abost one-half epectfisd

and the other taflored to the individual needs of the etuden,

 

nts

would not Joopaniize cur gathovlzstion to acsept ABC spectal fellows

in ved

 



 

see ard Technclogy or in Redlological Inysles, but ts

@ change in the seme dirvetion as recent ehangos te the nequtrementa

ts

 

these fellowhips. che cuerioude would start w

 

tn the tana

 

semester, ant would, for the norval student vequlrs Sull-tine work

end

 

edatee until the end of the follows
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B

preceding the regular fell ainission would be avatiable for the

fulssLiment of msatiofied sdntasion requlnenenta,

o

 

 

Master of Seteuee tn Health Thystes: This wili be

quite cintlar to aid vill replace the present ¥.5.

Sn Radiological Taysies. ?he change in title 12 in

Lina with recent actions of both the Health Fhyates

Soclety unt the AEC Comnittee on Health Prysie

fellovahtps.

 



 

Master of Selene In Nuclear Eugtnn Mata wi

bo qeite similar to the offerings In many U.S. Unt~

versity gratuate ackovls, ft vill acknowledge the

particwar cagineering bias of the cundidates for

Admission, aud vill allow tho studuate w speetall

Hon in wi aspect of wielear eusineering related to

Uueir undergraduate training. For inetance, the

applicant vith  Basholor's dogveo in Chemieal

Beginceving vould logiewily rcntinse specialising

in the choristey ard ?cctasLogy of nuclear fuels.

The edeetrioal engine candidate vould specialize

An veactcr Instrumentation end control protlens.

 

 

   

   

Master of Seiznce tn Seactor Puycies: This will be

Gesigned for the crudents interested in the pectlens

fof the operation wnt application of research und



?traizing reuctere, it alffers Tron auelaar engineering

in eany signifiea:t vaya. Thare will be sove emphasis

on reactor physics, the dynamic behsvicr of reactors,

the electroufe aspeets of seactor instrumentetion, and

?the Inetramontation cf problems associated With the

use of reactors, tealnirg 1s kecosing more

  

 

   

 

 

   

 

Ampe-"tant as reactors becore tors numerous ail varied

Ao duce

of Gelonee in Husicar Sctence: Taio to



jed fur the prowl apectrun of students Interested

 

oleae nepecis of the biological and plyaical

getencee. vie aegive Vill carry a specification of a

najor in?sge topic, such ac Agvoncey, Nuclear Physics,

Rallation Mology, Radiochenistry, ete. ?The curricalan

MIL to pactlyr undpzct tte?, but wii1 require those

comon to all cf these areas, such an Health

WLLL te dosignea to ft with the back~

ace 9f the atudent. Courses will

uoalenic departmente oF tne
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vill Include a thests representing an investigation

Of some nuclear aspect of the ctulent's specialization.

?tuo above recasting of curricula ts based on the presumption

?that there will te available, either on the Center staff or on the

faculty of the University, the varlety of professional capacities that

sare necessary. Although such a diversification of offerings vit

represent gone increase in average effort expended per stulent, tt

docs not represent ty any Heant proportional increase in teaching

ond. Mary of the courses will be comon to several curricula. Ry

noang of theals research, deaign problem, or spectal project, the

 

stadente will im tun contribate to the research progran of the Center.

San uan-Rfo Piedras Prograns

 



1, Radloteotope Techniques Progra: In the Radiotsotope

 

Applications, the needs for training in Latin Anerica: should increase

due to the present trend and enphasts being placed on the use of redio-

Asctopes in medicine, infustry, and agriculture. Along with this

increase there mst be an increase in the mumber of persons trained in

the uses of radtotsotopes.

Tt 1s evident, therefore, that for the Redtoteotope Appli-

 

cations raining Progran ve shoul

fa, Continue the basic radioisotope courses at the present

level.

b, Discontinue the Radiation Protection Techniques course

in favor of an amplified program in Health Physics

fe, ?Introduce specialized courses in the baste techniques

a5 applied to industry, agriculture, and clinical



Ategnosis.
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4. Trelude research prograns In support of the above

teainieg and aices tno 1inos of intersat of the

staf. ?Such research could very generally encom

pass the use Gf radiaticas tor sterilization and

Chesca procesiezs the explcynnnt of radlciso-

topes in the teaching of dagle prinetpies in

cheaistry: ana tie applteation of partiels exltters

Am pore phyelcal or chonieal raavasch,

 

 

 

2 Radiotherapy std Cancer Frogras: [4 ig folt that the

Rabiotherapy end Zaccur paogean, sows than any ot

 



wer FRIC progres,

 

fat present, has boon acet generally accepted 4

 

Latin Averice xd has

had the least difrieuity tn attracting trainees, Thy usofuirase of

this program for Lat

 

Ausrica ea, vest be tates by the fact thet to

Yate thers ars no createed training progsane {x Zallotherany in Latin

 

America, yet those eountetes aor Pacing a constant ?acreage in the Cancer

problen. The Fadiotheragy ard Sacer ?vtaton

 



£1 wastet macertaity

by training (rdividuals vin cas cencieus nay

 

vasa in thot own

 

countrs

 

The Sadictherapy and Caceer progres 4

 

tas on the Tancar

 

Hospital fer thoes factiltina which ave

 



tactical to duplicate. uch

 

Pactlitice tneiuts

   

f elintcal Uaboratocton, petient pads, the depart=

Rents of medio!

   

ie, pathoway ans sazgery, aed catapationt fuetlities.

However, therapy unfit ate 1

 

say for tralatag tn th

 

"RE tuLlding.



Tralnees mat be ly tha opprctening

 

fatgn various types ef

 

22, atthor ate

 

 

?remy. Ane,

specialized sastpse:= suet a8 at

 

of 6 rear acesloratos WiLL

 

be roqirsd. Teese units woud



 

vad te

 

protietion of Sevay

beans of supsrvostage asd ev

   

ae sud foe ntgh onangy electron

 

Dean therary. Such 2

 

wit Wald cxhancs Uy tral

 

ma resaezeh
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potential of the Center in radiation therapy, radtoblology and raato~

Logical physics. The current research prograns in the evaluation of

 

?radiation response of tuxors to conventional and supervoltage mod

Littes by cytological techniques will contime. New programs to be

started include tunor and tiseue culture etuites, effects of phamma~

 

ogical agezts on radiation responses, and alteration of tunor bed

cireulation and oxygenstion. Training course content vill be altered

fang tnproved as new equipment and personnel are obtained.

5, CLtnloal Radiotactopes Progran: The increasing use of



raitoisotopes tn clintesl medicine also makes the Clinteal Ralio-

actopea Program tnpertant to Latin Auerica, As in the case of the

raining in Badtoisotope Techniques there ig a denand for personne),

  

qualified te use raddofzotopes in Clinical Medicine throughout Latin

America, There 18 every reason to believe that within the next few

years this 7

 

ocrax VII have mary more legitimate requests for training

?han ean be accommodated.

?Te is expected that there v11 be no major change in the

?tenining yoouran of the Clinical Raddetsotope Divieton in the near

future exeept to trtroduse new techniques as they are developed ar

prove, Tho seseareh potential Le good and the current research

 

projects tn vitwin BeL2 absorption in tropteal sprue, fat absorption



in dyeptoal spone ond fron setabollen In vartous anentas will be

 

continues. tte setivities VILL also be expanied to include pediatrics,

lstnology, urology and gynecology in adaition to medicine.
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Aasitional sqvizment required for che instmuction dn new

 

and th

 

techniques in elintesi aiazne: py WiLL be procared 48

 



ogutrea.

 

(oa of Hadiouiolegy will

 

Raitotiology Progra: The bi

bbe activated as rapidly ws tn consistont with other pregran decanda tn

 

vier that It may Ve sespensitie for the teaching of the principles of

 

raatobtology viteh =

 

medical prograns. ?Tho Interaction of vardou

 



rodalities of radiation

with living systene, beth astecliaiar and muiticellalar, will

   

proonted tn coneidnsable Jett: the effects of thers anteractions

 

as manifested at the various levels of ttazus organization wii be

 

Gleeassed and wilt foma the easie of a somtes oF Iskomwtory cyerations.

Both the genetic ana sonetic effects of mutation at varlous stage

 

Hesw a organ tiation WiLL be considered,

   

will eepiire a considerable arount of



 

ston will have to be prepareé to render

 

a number of service function: to the other Divisions ef the Canter.

fnong these ave: vitzae

 

trifwgation, ultraviolet ani infrared apretro-

grey, tesco culture, statistical ccngultation, sicroblelorteal

   

pathological services.

 

5. Medical Blceetences Divi

 



activated in the teu Mtuce 4s provide the Dread cevemge tn the redd=

 

cal flelé not nov cupgited by the cxLeting oxgertenttoand unite, the

 

CLinteal Radlotuctuyos ?tvtsten ty prtnan tly conenmed with the problexs

ween. There da

 

4 for

 

of chinteal application of cotah!vehod proc
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?the Division of Medical Biscecfences to conduct those special stuales



and do gratuate teaching in thove areas of medicine for vaich the

 

miclear tools are wisentinl to understanding, In this Division should

bbe performed thoes ievestigations vhich may ultimately lead to nev

aingnostic techniques vnich can be appliod by the Clinteal Raatotso-

opea Bivisten.

?the pricy activity of this Diviston will be medical research

of first onier concern

and post-gratuat> madical teaching 12 broad ar:

   

in the tropics. rivst auong the Telds to be considered will be tropics}

 

mitrition, As Irfuetiuss Haease 1a overcome, the more abstruse unpecto

of wai:

 



sition baecue Trogreasively wore irgortant. Gross malnutrition

   

ta generally rccentvei as an outstanding problon anong primitive tropiesl

peoples bet the £

 

utoucture of nutrition in the tropics ts not st alt

well underatos

 

1 nlochenistey, especially thet of ensyme ayatens,

 

must play @ major rely and must Inelude sn examination of the dynantes of

trave elexents, a

 



nore present dey knowledge in fraguontary tr

?the extrons.

   

This Divisics shoeld also concern itself with the tropteal,

parasitic dissavs ?et vunain dn Puerto Rice, and attenpt to devis:

nev attacks vgs: thos with the objective of eraiteating then, Fore-

 

wost in the 11st 13 schietesomtasis; vbich not only persists in Puerto

 

leo but elsewnass is the ts

 

.e3 hag stubbornly vefsecd to yield to the

 



existing paiie boastn wa santtation techatques, Mew approaches ae

needed tn cesas

 

his peoblex and it le possible that usaful answers

WALL be found in tne =

 

iebictogtesd approach.
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?iese are examples of problus of high priority which await

the activation of the new prosrar, Further study of the redical

pattems of Fuerto Rico will dovbtieas disclose mumerous other disease

entities act now suspect



 

14. Aoong them, one can anticipate, wil be

2 number of genetically determined metabolic deviations or defacts

whieh can only by recognized and studled by radiological methods.
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VIII, RESEARCH PROGRAMS

In addition to the coments regarding research activities

?that have been made in comection with the divisional plans, cer=

tain general statenents are desirable. In the perspective set

forth in the introduction, it is clear that PANG cannot attempt

to be competent in all aspects of miclear science, It must one

phasize those fields which are of parancunt Smportance in the

tropics and espectally in Pucrto Rico, and which at the some time

are within the capabilities of its eqaigment and manpower, Its

research, therefore, cannot te conducted tn all of the fields in

which Lt gives instruction. instead, the research progran mst

ve sonevbat restricted in that {t should be directed at those



problens of the region which are of primary importance and the

Anvestigation of which can best be done tn Puerto Rico.

In the bs

 

Logical area, there is a great opportunity and

need for now Lines of exploration in medicine and agriculture.

Indeed for the near future, as hes been reiterated many tines in

the past, the greatest returns from miclesr energy will protebly

vee found in theee two fields. Further, the two may be profitably

Linked, The study cf mutrition in man should establish Lines of

prior concern for the deveioments in agriculture. In the medi-

eel demain, PREC can

 

ot as the sparkplug for the activation of

medical resea:

 



of a Kind new to Puerto Pico and may contribute

both directly and indtrestly to the advancement of KnowLedgt

 

 

�
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The medical progran, which sould be prinartly directed to the

deficiency ateeases ant cancer, will enjoy the close cooperation

of the new laboratories for clinical research now being established

vy the Medical Scnoot. It may look also to the other units of the

Medical Center and especially to the brilliantly conceived Region~

alization Progran of Medical and Health Services for assistance in

conducting its research, The Regionslization Progran gives ime-

tate access to most of the population of the Commonwealth and will

ake available to PRIC its great resources in records and statistics.

Tre potential 42 outstanding for a highly productive cancer

Feacarch prograz on the part of the Miclear Center, The new Cancer

Mospita, in juxtaposition with the PRIC building at the Medical

Center, wilt have 102 beds together with an addition] 50 beds for

enbulatory patients in the rehabilitation hospital under constrac=

tion, This hospital, supported by the Puerto Rican public and



operated by the League Against Cancer, 1s an umgual one in the

degree with which 4t is integrated with the medical activities of

the Commonwealth. As part of the Medical Center, the Cancer

Nospital vill bo even more effective, For the past 10 yours there

has been practically 100f followup of

 

2 cancer patients, and

?through the Hegicralization Progra the quality of this activity.

may be substantially improved frou the atandpoint of medics)

records and inveetigation.
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Yor e1l practical purposes, PHI has available for research

purposes over 100 beds for which It does not have to provide the

capital costs or the operating expense. Through the Comonveslth

 



Department of Health ard the community health centers, es:

 

entially

alt cases of malagnant disease on the island can be known, so that

the statistics can be practically complete, These features,

together wick the fact th

 

there are unusual frequencies of some

 

types cf cancer, wake a progran of clinical cancer research espe

claily attractive

 

ribed in some detail,

 



Ta adaition to the researsh program de

 

in the prospostas of the

 

vision of Radiotherapy and Cancer, there

is the oppertuntty for an advanced study of shenotherapeutic con

pourde as eljunst to radiation therapy and surgery. This would

involve the sy:

 

vests of such compounds tagged with O-I4 and tritium,

fand in sone instances with Pa32 and S935. Tissue distritution and

 

the metatel:- pathasys of the

 



Je cenpounds in tuman beings would be

compared with that in tiasue cultures of neoplastic and non=neoplastic

magn solls and ve @ Lindted extent of laboratory aninals. If the

 

in PANG and the Meaical School, then

 

these studies should be extended to the steady flow of Leakenia in

entldrens ants would sume to the Medical Center and the Ganser

 

Hospital if there wore a 2

 

Le ensouragsnent.

Stilt another Line of dnvestigation which 1 already incor=

porated in the progres plan 1s tne experimental study of the use of
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neutron capture reactions in nesplasns.

 

is not presently cone

?templated to use the reactor for man

 

rapy tut rather to confine

?the study to transplanted neoplsins in small Laboratory anizels.

is part of the progran would function tn close collaboration with

the Medical Department of Ercoknaven National Laboratory.

Agriculour:

 

is an area vhorcin the Mhiclear Genter has major



contributions to make. uring the past. 20 years, Puerto Rico has

Put prinary enphasis on socta and indvetrial develorment, and

agriculture hae received less atten

 

ps0 that its slower progress

hae resulted én

 

relative Ing. The miclear sckentist has much to

contribute to plant genetics, plant physiology and soll fertility.

Agriculture to a lange extent involves epplied science, but the

research which is required is often of the most furdanental charace

ter. Photosynthesis, ensymatic conversions, ele:

 

yte and water

movenents, cell reepiration and tne physical chemistry of inorganic

systems of low solubility are tut sone of the areas of research



 

?that are vitel to the acvelopment, of agriculture. Naturally, there

4s especial <nterest in those systens of major econanic importance

 

Fundamental research may be conducted with plant systems of econo=

mic conseence just as profitably as with those species of little

 

una interest. he preblem of experimental desten is one that

requires inteliectua? ecope that go

 

yond the immediate scien

title problen.
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Te would be the expectation that from the research progran

of PRIC there would ultimately result a substantial increase in

productivity Sn tropical agriculture relative to Rierto Rico.

Tals would presune cooperative operations with the various expe-

iment |

 

ions, the College of Agriculture and the College of

Bagineerins.

Earlier mention wes made that one of the advantages pose

sessed by Fuerte Rico is that it is an islend in the tropics.

There exists, therefore, the opportuntty to carry miclear techno-

Logy into marine biological studies. There are many arguments in

favor of having PRAC participate in this general field. One of

 

the most cogent argunents 1s that our {gnorance of the functional



biology of marine organtens 18 abyamal. We cannot predict with

ary accuracy the ultinate effects of radioactive contanination in

any part of the ocean, Toe practical side of this is thet policies

of waste disposal in the sea cannot be formulated on a sound baste

tm the present nears

 

.caum of accurate gclentific information

concerning the aifferenvial uptake of individual radioisotopes ty

components of the

 

plankton which in turn become part of the food

chain leading to man.

he University of Puerto Rico already possesses @ marine

biological station located at La Parguera, a situation of rich

corel growth. A second station te being discussed for the eastern

fend of the ielant whens the conditions are quite different.
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Becuuse of inadequate starting and tho Lack of a competent and

dedicated marine biologist, the existing station has had a low

order of productivity from its inception. ?he possibilities

imerect 4n the use of radioisotopte techniques have not been at

all appreciated.

The contribution of PRIC to this progran should be of minor

magnitude in tems of budget. A reasonable participation would be

to ade +s

 

the staff an outstanding marine biologist with a few

technicians to lead a program, the major support of vhich would

cone from other sources through the University. ?Te other sources

would be the ational Sclence Foundation, the Office of Naval

Research and the private foundations.

In the physical sciences, again, careful selection of the

areas of research activity mat be made, Walle dt is difficult in



uclear physics to identity specific problens that can be better

executed in Puerto Rico than anywhere else, there are other consi«

erations that assist in making the choices. It would be desires

ble, for exmmple, for the research at PRC in physics and chemistry

not only to have sound value in its own right, but also to be airec=

ted to problens the solution of which might have good prospect of

Jeading to substantial progress in other areas of research activity.

For this reason, study of the phenomena of the solid state, parti«

cularly those concerned with molecular etnictare and forces, would,

Small probability, lead to sinflar investigations of aubstances of

primary biological interest.

 

�
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?Additionally, there are sections of mclear physics where

present knowledge is incomplete, but where the equipment of PRNC

would be adnirably adapted to graduate work, Neutron activation

cross sections st precisely know energies is an example of this

type of study, ?The potential exists for carrying such measurenents

to very low temperatures.

In the nuclear engi



 

wring field, again the reactor forms

?a center sbout which the research program may concentrate. Studies

of radiation danage to materials and components of reactor systems

are vell adapted to Master of Science thesis work and should yield

useful scientific information about materials for which knowledge

4a now insufficient.

Plans are now being formulated for the study of the thermal

enissivity of veranie surfaces under neutron and gama irradiation.

Mie progran, vhich should begin in July of the current year, will

utilize one of the reactor ports and will begin with studies of

?themal enisoion fron graphite at about 2,000°7, later, it is

contemplated that similar studies employing single cerenic fuel

elements will be undertaken.

?ALL of the new research programs discussed in this section

will utilize the reactor in one wey or another. Sone of then are

wholly reactor centered; in other cases reactor services are neces~

sary for their implenentation. The production of radioisotopes: of

short half life is one important function, Another is the

�
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development cf activation analysis, especially in connestion wish

the

 

werteultaral and meai

 

1 prograns. The resctor 1s adntrably

detigned for these tridiatiors. Much renaine to be done, however,

In the exploration of the neutron energies to be favored in the

activation ant in the efficiency of pulae hetcht analysis for the

quantitative estimation cf elesents present in small quantity.

This Witt be essential for the progran in matrition mentioned

earlier.

Sone of the regesroh program would aedos

 



jteily arize simply

because of great personal interest on the part of embers of the

start, Resnarsh of te

 

Kind should be encouraged even though it

cuit be conducted as well oteovhere, as long as such research is

petated tom

 

ar encrEy and would not involve the neglect of

 

higher priority «ork.

Tn the last ealyeis, the cuse Tor anphasizing research

throughout the PENC program is vary imple: Mo ectentifie program

devoted soleiy vo technology will long survive. A program of ap-

 



piled ty 4

 

9 ferican scene ean netthe=

Attract good stuienta nor old superior teachers. Without a

 

 

Founded scst dynamde scadents structure and character, the Puerto

Rico Muciear Conter vould not only fail to ennance the repatetion

  

14 Goaters t would fei] more profoundly tn ite tnabie

Litty te weet che sheng

 

eds of the region 1t should serve.
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In sumazy, the advanced re:

 

yrch prograna which have been

Alzcussea in this section may be Listed as follows, together with

the operating Dévieions of PRI that would be involved:

 

Program Divisions of PRIC concerned

Aman nutrition Nedival Bio-Seiences

Radiobiology

Reactor

Agrizultural BioSciences

Cnanotberapy and Radiotherapy

of Cancer Radiotherapy ant Cancer

Medisal Bis-Sefences

Radiobiology



Clinical Applications of Radtotsotepes

 

 

uitural Blo-Sclences

Tuckear Setence and Technology

Padinosolcsy

     

Solid State Physics, Neutron Nuclear Science and Technology

Distraction Mole-ulir Reactor

Structure

Mest Transfer under

inradiséion

 

Science and Technology

 

CATIONS



In Gable T {page 36 are precoated the actual costs for

operations and eqitgnent through FY-1960, Table TE (page 37/*

exhibits the provicusly witinsted and now revised costs under these

categorins Shnvugh F1-65. In tele table, which begins with the

date of assumption of duty ty te present Director, the total

vex. abies

   

re on Following pages.
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FRNC CSERAT:

 

 

58 THROUGH FY-60



 

   

956+ 5.1959

operations $119,068 $283,180 $467,500

Bautpaent 10,552 206, 193, 225 5000

Tora 259,620 $509,273 692,500

    

   

Man Years bo 6r

cort/tian Year

operations 7,079 $6,973.

 

+ 10/ysr
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maneyeare are broken down into their componente in order to show

the shifts in character of the personnel that are now in process.

The activation of research prograns requires « mich greater



proportion of the staff be of a

 

wchnical or supporting level. It

is possible that a greater ratio of technical to scientific person~

nel should be contemplated than ts here shown (scientific personnel

Ae here defined as being composed of persons responsible for plan-

ning and directing the actual research and teaching), but it 4s

felt that the proportion is about right wien one considers the

anount of graduate teaching that will be involved.

The cost figure per sclentific man-yeer during these early

years is sonevhet unstable as a result of the variable relocation

costs for thote men who have to be recruited from outside Puerto

Rico, As tike passes, end as staff members are rearuited fron

snong those receiving their training at PRIC, this source of cost

should becone relatively smaller although it will alvays renain

an appreciable iten if the policy of drawing upon the universities

land the national laboratories is followed «

 

nststentiy.



?The anmual cost of operation per total man-year spears to

be a somevbat more stable figure at the precent tine. Because of

?the shirt in the composition of the staff to include « greater

portion of technical and assisting personnel, the revised estinates

for PY-61 and FI62 show a desrease in the cost yer total man-year.

Mis cost, of approxinately $5,700 per total manqyear, hae been
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escalated as show to alloy for the maturation of the progran and

foreseenble cost of operations, Ko allowance tas been made for

possible inflationary or deflationary movements in the economy

generally.

Tic estinates for operations being determined on projected

total man-year costs, the cost per scientific manayear has been

saleulated and 1s chown in Table IT, there is implied a rising

cost per sctontiric manayear from epproxinately $21,500 in FY62

?0 $25,600 in ¥¥Y-66, this appears reaconably in Line vith the

coats of other prograns of similar magnitude, It should ve borne



{in mind, however, that the program in Puerto Rico is actually en

overseas one and that costs will tend to be higher than for the

continental U. 8. if experience in other fields may be taken

 

a guide,

One major piece of construction 1s shown to be budgeted 4n

¥Y-63, This 1s an addition to the biacedical building at Bo

Piedras which would approximately double ite floor area, The ad=

ation would involve extending the procent building to nearly

twice its present length. ?the land is a

 

lable for the parpose

?and since site development has been Largely accomplished in the

constriction of the present Inboratory, the cost of the additions

4s eotinated at somewhat Less than for the existing structure.

Pending the availability of thie addition, « teaporery

sninal house $8 a neces

 



ty, thero being no aninel quarters in the
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present Miclear Center. By sharing the problem with the Medical

School, it 1s probable thet the necessary temporary anizel space

 

may be constmucted vithin tho funds available for minor plant

projects

?As to further expansion beyond FL-66, it is difficult to

give a clear prediction. 2¢ the progras will have Quifilled its

functions properly, there would probably be a need for further

foxpansion, One can eetinate that about 70

 

entiate ie the



minimun for effective operation in as many sclentific disciplines

8 PRIC is comitted to serve. A very much larger inetitution

would overbslance the University and tend toward isolation fro

the acadenie comunity, It seens reasonable to say, therefore,

that growth beyond that projected for 7¥-66 should depend not only

upon the necds in atin Anerica, but lao upon the progress in the

sclences that the University of Puerto Kico has itself shom by

?that tine.
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ATTERDT

 

PURRED RICO MICEEAR CARTER

operated by

University of Puerto Rico



for

U.S, Atoms Bheray Comission

feagust 2, 1963

Gen. Alvin R. Luedecks, Genera? Manager

U. 3, Atomic Snergy Connieaion

Washington 25, 9. ?.

Dear AL:

Your iotter of Joly 27 prin:

fioulties Jn defending the finan:

of the difficulty ie nistorical, the motivation for the original

Gotablisieont of the program in?Prort> Fleo was political to an

Unfortunate extent rather shar scientific. Te is generally true

?that political sonsiderstions may change with great rapidity while

the real sclentitie probleme mal be resolved on a different and

generally, ae.

to a focus the essential aif-

g of thie Yuclear Center. Part

   

   



 

    

 

ice you bring ou the basis question so clearly, I will say

that, in wy perscnal opinion, ths training of Latin Ancricans in

the applications cf atonte efergy is reason tut not a sufficient

reason for t jon of a centes such as

thee, Tam more ccncemned with the problens and needs of the U.S

in thle cence, I believe that there 18 @ pretty good case which T

wil try to state,

 

   

 

   

With the exception of Srocktaven Tational Lakoratory, our

major centers of research in the non-military aspects of atemte

energy grew cn the svracture or the wartine and postewar weapons



Aevetopnent operations. This vas inevitable for economic and

Staffing reasoue principa!ly. bit one reeult nas been that the

greates* inpas! on acienze ard ardustyy of the atomic energy pro

gran hax heen in the porthem portion of the United States. The

Sclentifiz protien: of tue -cantry, however, bave no such geographic

Gaphasis. Wo have a gocd tunbor of revoarsk conters working on the

agricuitura!, mediow! and ergincertng problens of the nore wintry

portions of the swntry, ta" ?ter in Paerto Rico is the only

Center of research wich var be directed to primary problens of the

tropics. Tt is in chis francwcrk trat Z feel thet PANG will justify

?end toward which I have been striving to direct ite

 

 

 

 

 

    

 



   

activitien.
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A few examples from the present progran may serve to illustrate

the point:

1, One of tho courses of serious loss in sugar production,

eapecially in Alebaa, i the cane torer (Diatrea saccheralis).

appreciable portion of the crop ts lost each year throughout the

cane growing regions, « loss that snounta to many millions of

Bollars annually. iis 1s basically « tropical problen and is moet

profitably attacked on an tsland. Tt appears fron the ork ve have

1 far accomplished that there is sone prospect of eradicating,

rough raslation sterilization of the wales, this moth wiose larvae

tus- so mich damage, wile 1a part of our progran of increasing the

yield of sugar in proportion to the Later tavoived. Another phase

Concerns the genetic structure of sugar cane Ltsel? viich we are

Attempting to mooify throug? neutron bombardment of both sugercene

seods ana plants to achieve a more efficient plant.

 



 

 

 

 

2, Tropical Marine Biology and Oceanography

PANG ie now conducting highly stenificant marine

research in the tropics. Most of this is related ta questions con-

ig the effects of gover reactors and muclear rocket propulsion

Pood cycles of the tropical seas. These cycles are quite

gh lstituaes nd the irvestigations of

save for those of snotn

 

      

  

  

 



zone do net subst

 

These operations are also yielding significant new

crning the geology of Puerto Kico and the adjacent

Of substantial, althouzn incidental value,

ire the measurenante besne made of the total productivity of the

Ocean at various depths and areas, ?These Pires, whieh indicate

?uitimaro potential of fisheries, wts., can only be cotained by

the se oF railockemtoal *petniquae ard radioisotopes since the

basic mossurquent i of the total photosynthesis por unit volume

OF the sea, The research reactor fas made these meagurenents

possible.

     

 

 

  

    



   

 

3. Bavinsenental, Raddobtology of Teopical Forests

 

 

rine studies, the new

y 18 moving rapidly in quantitative

evaluation of the effeste of tusLear radiation on the growth and

forvival of fore: "sin the tropics when subjected to miclear

radiation. This Is le first step of a prose: tne Division of

Biology afd Medicine plans to extewi co forests of bigher latitudes,

Tt ta & study whieh 18 vital to predicting the ultinate danage of

Ta any ways

program In Terrestrial Eco!
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dicbiology of arthropod Borne Viruses

his second phase of ecology ie just becoming estad-

Lshed and may prodaze infomation of the greatest public healt

wslue, While designed tc investigate the effects of radiation on

naturally occurring virus systems important to man and domestic.

aninals, its operavions will yield mich infomation concerning the

nevenent of viruses as yet littic know between North and South

america by way of the ?Jreater and Lesser Antilles, The recent out

oreak of encephalitis in Slorida will probably be found to be

associated with other centers of virus activity in the Caribbean

area and the Department of Health of Puerto Rico has been eo advised.

Beemuse of the broad intere. program, both NIH and the Con-

munteable Dleeuse Center of Fim! are cooperating with us in this work.



 

   

 

  

5. lancer an the Gnipies

There ure some marta differences in the frequency.

of certain types cf cancer in Puerto Rico as sonpared with contie

ited States, These special characteristics plas some

eamurces make Puerto Fico @ natural location for major

vr pecearta. A copy of a letter T ave written to Dr. Badicott

bel for Turther ancomation on this phage of the

 

      

 

   

ae atta;



  

Th 4 not generally realized thet PRIC in ite traine

Ang and resourch activities in cancer carsins the direct medical

reepnneablisty for more cancer patients than all other ABD cancer

projects combined, =n tems of the ranber of gialified radiation

therapste produced yearly, I believe that FRSC 4s now second in

the United States, the No. 1 training center being Dr. del Regato's

Bervive at Penros¢ Menctial Hrpital, loerado Springs.

   

 

 

 

6. Solid State fuysice

With fm cinely support of the Division of Research,

ts vigorovsty active in re-eanah dosing with molecular organ=

?ion sn the golid state, she program wilazes neuron and Xerey

fon at Mayaguez; aid an (fo Plotras, tnvolves studies of



wtdvity a2 a measusy of radvation damage in pare crystals

of organic semiconductors. ?hese programe are being developed in

close cooperation. with Brcokiaven Bational Taturatory and, especially

in the cate ef che neutrox aiffvaction work, the establishment of a

coud progran ig» ghort time wu. made possivie by the active particl-

pation cf the Eeparumnt ef Pyeios of PM.

 

   

     

 

     

 

SMe research Ze not related to problens of the

tropies tat bine the necessary resources and the
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scientists who are interested in doing the work are here. Eventa=

ally, I anticipate that this Sundsmental physical research will

?lead? to new concepte and methods in the biological field, thie

affecting bots medicine and agricaltare.

7. Radiation Brfects in Schistosoma

?mie parasitic infestation of man which causes 60

muck misery in tropical Africa and Asia is one of the fev public

health problens in Puerto Rico vhich has not been at all relieved

by the developments of recent decades. The research going on here

48 concerned with the possibility of using irradiated parasites to

profuce inmnity. It is actually the only nev idea concerning the

prevention of this disease that has developed in the last 20 years.

A sinilar study is being conducted nt Walter Reed

hospital and there is also interest on the part of the Public Health

Service. Cooperation is being developed with both groups. A very

important point is that the problem is a serfous one in Puerto Rico

0 that this island is the logical place for such research.



?hese are a fow of the activities vaich for the nost part deal

with major issues of the tropics and which are of special concern

to the United Ststes. It is a fair statenont that a moderate suc

cess in any one of several of these projects would repay the tots

PENG effort many tines over.

   

?The opportunities for participation in advanced research are

making the PRIC increasingly attractive to mature scientists in

other countries, The is particularly true in organic chenietry,

a field in which PRIC, through having attracted sone outstanding

people, is shoving rei strength. The educational impact on atin

American countries this seens to becone a valuable by-product of

fan increasingly strong attack on fundamental problens of this part

of the world.

+ Thope that these remarks may be of sone assistance in clari-

fying the nature of the transformation that has been in process.

?Tam algo avere that the delay in getting ost an annual report

dealing with the program content so far accomplished has been an

?additional nandicap. I have given the issuance of this report

?he highest priority and we should have it available within a few

T would be glad to cone to Washington at any tine that you



suggest. Most of our problans arise because the progran is moving

ata brisk pace on several fronts similtaneously. That 4s a mich
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nore satisfactory position to discuss than one in which no activity

is present.

 

Authough not expressed in specific project tems, the location

and the special mesion of FR hae made it poss{ble to inprove

greatiy sclentirt. coumnacaticn with the Spanish spesking countries.

Beientiste, wio otherwise would not nave been available, have deen

@rann into prograne of direct tenefit +o the Unitea States and for

whieh United States pergonne) could no have been recruited. In

the long run, taese activities will strengthen the scientific resour~

ces of the respective countrics and in the interchange resulting 1

an conficent that the best interests of all will have been served.

 



 

  

  

 

any thanks for your interest and nelp, and best regards to

all of the fanily.

Sincerely yours,

Joba 2. Bagher, M.D.

Farector

Enels: 1

 

endicott
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PUERTO RICO WCLEAR CENTER

Operated by

UNIVERSITY OF PUERTO FICO

for

+ ATOMIC RNERGY com

 

?ston

 

Slo-Medtoal Butlaing

 

August 1, 1963

De. Kenneth Endicott, Director

National Tastitute of Cancer

Bethesda, Maryland

Dear Dr. Endicott:

 



?The Puerto Rico Ruclear Center, supported ty ABC, under a

cost reimbursable contract with the intversity of Puerto Rico, te

fa wultidisciplinary project operazing on the mejor campuses of the

University. Tt {8 oriented eopecially tovard iatin America pro-

Blows in graduate edication ard research, ?The medical activities

are concentrated at Rfo Piedras where the Hionedical Bullaing of

PRIC forme one unit of the new Medical Center and 18 adjacent to

?the new T. G. Martinez Oneoiogie ilospital-

 

 

 

In the field of cancer, PRIS conducts training in radiazion

?therapy end, under the eogis of she Cancer Hospital, adeinievers

all radiation therapy for the Necical Center. Iz is also developing

a research progran exphesizing cellular radiobtology and the epi-

Gentology of certain forns of malignant disease vhich show unseual

frequencies in Puerto Rico. Tx the latter field, the program oper-

fates closely vith the Cancer Control Service of the Comionvealth

Department of Health by vbich compiete patient follov-up lias been

maintained over the past years.

 



 

 

?The Cancer Hospital, piysteally connected vith the Nuclear

Center, is another and aigtinet operating unit of tne Medical center.

Tt has? 106 beds exclusively for cancer patients and, in addition, oper-

fates @ large anbulatory service for which another 50 beds are avatl~

able ina neighboring convalescent hospital. At the presert moment,

these beds are primarily devoted to medical care of cancer patients

at potentially they are also ali research beds. Under the existing

agreement between the Cancer Hospital and the Wuclear Center, pa

Yients vio renain in hospital for special exaninations and studies

beyond the wizimn required for routine care may do eo with the

additional costs being carried by tne Nuclear Center.
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Des Hy Endteott

   

?The close working relationship tetween the Cancer Hospital,

?the Comonvealth Departnent of Healtn and tie Wiclear Centar makes

possible an unusually effective access to ncerly all of sie cases

of cancer occurring in Puerto Rieo and direct contact vith the

swjority of then. Tt 1s expected viat as the Medical Center organ+

ization decones Completely operative, a nore intivate association

between the Medical School and the Cancer Horpital will develop

and that teaching and recoarch activities within the Ceneer Hospital,

Wil dnerease

 

 

 

It seems to me that there is developing @n unusual opportunity

for advanced research in the field of human cancer.

?the Muclear Center has already established @ subeten



in the red{ological and radioDtologicel areas. thie ie a limited

effort, however. Such subject es chemotherapy, epidemiology, ete.

belong more specifically in the progran responcibilities of Ill.

The logical result of these considerations might well te a joint

or strongly cooperative program in which the available resources

would be used to the maxinum advantage in advancing kncvledge con

cerning cancer in the tropics.

   

 

I would like to invite a cite vieit on the part of yourself

and your staf? in order that you might have a first. tand knowledge

of the advantages as vell as the difficulties Ls the evolution of @

prograa such as I have cuggecte?. T vould hope thet Dr. Duahem

would also join us and that al? the factore in tide eesestially

unique situation could be discassed. It ic my hopr that ultinetely

@ proposal say be developed but it does not seem +0 me that we have

yet arrived et the point of ite proper formulation.

 

he adainistration of the Cancer Hoepial would weleore such

f vist ao T have suggested ax vill the Medical School. As to dates,

wustever {8 possible for yourself and Dr. Denham vill ve agreeable



to us. In many respects, the earlicr tne conference the better for

events are moving quite rapidly here.

 

For general orientation, T am including coa background infor-

mation concerning the Medical Center, the Cancer Hlogpitel and the

Muclear Centar.

Sinezrely yours,

John ©. Eugher, M.D.

Dirsetor
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cry

 



LOWTNG NABRATIVE MAS THCLIDED ui Ia PR!

 

PY-1g RIDGET

semaissrom:

?he budget proposal for FY-1966 for Prosran

 

7 As easantautay

 

ical with that originally supasce

 

J for Fia.965 and waieb An

tun was the level previously planned for FY-1%3, tn the tnters

 



yours, appropriation actions tave forced progressive

catbsck 4a educational activities, rencht

 

current yeur reculting tn the drastic roduc:

  

vovthag progean

An PY-1965. ALL otviofone of the Program 07 aro reduced bat that

Sevoted to agriculture will be practically suspemtel, The Divtston

 

AgeisuLtupal Bloseieness us

 

my vel daring the

 

2 flecel year and § very prosactive poogrer hue bec in



operation, aspactally in sratuats omtcation vera tt hae attrastet

 

 

oe calidates than

 

sion, The ehiet

 

in this vert of the

   

gran 20 dmstieally

is thet it ts the only division fra wach tie ©

 

ran be moved inte currant epeefal razouesh pivots, Sime the



 

   

?tilts perconael are alas nesters of the ualreestiy? te

 

ly and

 

ars enlitled to the sane constiavations as ane those vortaining

exeluctvely to the University of Aucrto 31

 

Oke Lemtextion of

sgpoictaens fur purely budgetary resssas eoxLt well eneournge the

 

jonents of the contract between the University and AR



 

Tre

 

oves Lnvitably sean » agin

  

nt the afrecivensss

of PRNC in its Latin Aneefoun,

 

   

1 np? Sratning and
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sone reduction in participation must be anticipated, particularly

dn the category of those who will fom the future scientific

otrength of the Tatin Auerfcan universities.

A substantial change has occurred as the result of the intro

duction of research support on a project basis by the Divisions

of Btology and Medicine and the Division of Research. The financtal

assistance of course has beon of great value but the most impor

tant aspect Le thet research at 2 high

 

el of competence has been

established and that the United States now hes a going miclear

research capability located in the troples in an environment that

4s entirely propitious for those investigations that pertain to

problens either tropical in nature or which may be most favorably

attacked in a tropical setting. An cxanple of research which can

?only be done in the tropics is the progran of radioecology of a

?tropical rain forest which 1s now fully operative. Anong the

problens most favorably attacked in the tropics 1s the genetic work

on paramitation in com where the fact that two crops may be har-

vested a year doubles the rate of progress over doing the same work

in the northern states.



The special research projects are oriented to the interests

of the United States and only ineidentally to the concerns of Latin

?American countries, Many of then are entirely concerned with ABC

programatic requirements. The development of this part of the

total progran thus icplies a substantial change of objective. To
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4 Limited extent, the special research prograns can absorb a few

advanced degree candidates but in general these Frojects are not.

designed for graduate thesis research which requires problens of

Limited tine denand snd the adjustaent of the research to the needs

and capabilities of the student. These resea

 

prograne are es

sential Af the scientific stature of PRNC ts to 2+ of consequence;

 



however, they do not substitute for the tyse of research activity

woteh 4s vital to Progran 07,

?Among the outstanding achievenents of the current year are:

2, Te successful isolation of the virus of dengue fever

in the first outbreak in Puerto Rico cince 1918. ?The virus appoare

to be & new type and one which can be studied only with the most

sophisticated of virological techniques. Over 20,000 persons are

known to have been affected in this outbreak.

2. A substantial increase in interest in radiological

health at the graduate level.

3. By refinement of the techniques of neutron activation

anslyeds and atomic absorption spectrography and their application

to the quantitative measurenent of stsble isotopes of trace elenents,

ew Light has been thrown on the geological history of the oulmarine

shelf (analogous to the continental shelf) about Pierto Rico and on

he chemical mechanisas of bottom sedinent. formation.

4, A new class of organic compounds of boron which are

resistant to hydrolysis.
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5. The participation in a movenent sponsored by the

Organization of Catholic Universities of tatin Anerica to uccelerate

the development of science progras at the graduate level in the

universities of Latin America with special reference to mclear

sckenee.

6. The establishment by the University of Puerto Rico of

a nev Department of Nuclear Engineering, the first graduate depart~

nent in the University. A corresponding Division of tuelesr

Engineering was fomed in PRIC and Dr. José ?uis Garcfs de Quevedo

resigned hia position as Ascociate Director In omer to head both

 

of these nev activities. The new Departuent, although still in the

fomative stage, is already attracting a gravifying mmber of

graduate students. The new progran, while suall in financial

denands, i the most significant educational develomment of the

year.



7. The colonizntion in the Isboratory of the sugarcane

vorer (Distrea saccharalis) and the demonstration that the males

 

may de sterilized by Irradiation as adults,

8. Te determination of the structure of compounds,

copper sulfate, iron orthosilicate, bariun nickelate, and copper

fomate, by the use of neutron and X-ray diffraction.

9. A study of the ha

 

nde of losing the pool water in a

reactor of the fel pl

 

type with UjQj-Al fuel clad in alumimum

at power levels of 1, 2 and 5 megswatts taking into consideration
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the rise of the exothemfc reaction of the fuel alloy.

The University of Puerto Rico has continied to make available

considerable anaunt of laboratory space to help relieve the cerious

overcrowling of facilities. The U.S, Forestry Service has also been

very helpful in this end many other respect:

The laboratory space which has been mate available by other

agencies in mary scattered locations is approximately as follows:

 

University Hospital 950 Sq. Pe.

Cancer Hospital 800

Medical School, San Juan 1,900

Physics Dept., Mo Piedras Canmue 450

Chensatry Dept., Blo Piedras Canpus 1,800

Biology Departnent, Rfo Piedras Campus 500

Agricaltural Experiment Station (U.?.R.) oo

Forestry Dept., (U.8. Forest Service) 2,000

Physics Dept., Mayaguez Canmue 1,000



Chemistry Dept, Nayaquez Campus 500

College of Engineering, Hayamze2 2,000

Total 1,000

{fo this we ean add

Tenporary animal quarters, Rfo Piedras 1,500

Tenporary chenistzy laboratory, Mo Piedras 1,500

Grand Total 14, 000,

Tots results ina fraguented and widely scattered operation

bat without this temporary space

 

would be necessary to suspend

large blocks of progran.

Director's orice

Tae Divector's Office operates at both Ro Piedras and Mayaguez

with most of the staff being at the former location, Accounting and
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procurment are based at Mayaguez. The separation of progran and

administrative ectivities remults in a considerable burden of

?communication costs. During the FY-1953 a sicrowave telephone Link

wae established between the two parts of the Miclear Center at an

estimated annael cost of $31,000. Staff travel between the two

locations requires $25,000 per year for proper program integration.

Weekly staf? soninars have been held at both Rfo Pledras and

Mayaguez as an established activity. These will continue indefi-

nitely and have added substantially to the sclentific background

of the stage.

Special training for staf? menbere has been enphasized go that

fan increasingly large fraction of the staff has had basic training

in radioisotope techniques, statistical analysis, experimental

design, ete.

?The staff of the Director's Office, in addition to ite admin

istrative duties, participates in the teaching and research of



several Divisions, and organizes and directs several special,

conferences and courses such at the Sumner Inetitute of RadioLiology

for selence teachers, It is responsible for the production of special

reports concerning the activities of the Center and generally serves,

fas the focus of internal communication.

Adinistration and General Services

As expected, the tonpo of tho administrative activities a2 well

as the cost of the various services rose in PY-1953 and is expected
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to contimse at the present: level throsgh FY-1955 and FY-1966.

Beginning with FY-1964, separate accounting is being kept of vhat

is purely adnintetration and what represer

 

its services to the



?ndividual divisions and programs.

Reactor

In FY-164 the Hi

 

ris Sunmary Report for the Research Reactor

thas been completely revised and updated, Changes have been made

where the charac.sristics of the reactor, as calculated by the

 

fabricator, differed fron thoce experimentally determined ay PRNC

statt, Written proces

 

Fe were comple

 

1) Suproved and adopted for



?ll daportant operations of the Reactor Division.

Two 6 inch bean tubes are occupted by the neutron spectronetry

Pree

 

ran, and one 8 inch bean tube fe cecugied by an experiment in

therual entesivity of graphite. Open pool eide irradiations are

 

continously tnerensing dn deaant,

?The I-77 iimogensous Reactor has deen in frequent operation.

Moot of its use is for training, tut there is substantial use for

research not roqairing higher flux.

ae trend in 7E-1965 and FY-1966 will be towards the complete

?oveupancy of the reactor facilities, the increase in operation tine

from ont ahirt to tyo shifts and the increase in power from one to

two megawatts.
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Muclear Science and Technology

?The Division 1s responsible for graduate teaching and research

in the programs for the Masters Degree in Niclear Technology, Health

Physics and Radiochenistry offered through the University. ?The M.S.

degree in Physics has been established by the University authorities

and the Division cooperates in this program. Many of the graduate

students at present doing research in fields of applied physics

within the Riclesr Technology program are now accomodated in this

new progran in Physics.

?An increase in the research activities of the Division is,

 

anticipated, voile atill maintaining the present level of teaching.

?the principal fields of research will be in Neutron Diffraction

(covered in a following section), in Solid State Physics and in

Hot-aton Chenistry.

 



A solid state Physics progran was initiated in FY-1963 dealing

with the effect of X-ray, gamma and neutron radiation on ferroelectric

exystals, Tt will include measurenents over a range of temperatures

to detect transition points, and at frequencies up to the icrowave

region, Ferroelectric hysteresis neasuresents afford a sensitive

nethod of detecting crystal danse.

?the study of the neutron flux in the thermal column has led to

 

a proposed design for sn addition to this facility, The present

configuration provides a satisfactory distritution in the vertical,

access hole, tut a badly skewed distribution at the horizontal beam
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outlet. A movable extension of the column, about 5 feet long has

eon designed, which will produce & more uniform flux over 2 larger

volure.

?The stuites on the cere dostketer have lead to the smportant



Aiscovory that the addition of cupric ion stabilizes this systen,

raking 1b as

 

venient a3 the comonty used Fricke (fe:rous) system,

Further work will investigate the esfect of other eations on the

ceric dosinever and the mechanfan of the cujric stabilization.

The prasent studies on Szilard.Chalmers reactions in antimony

oxides wi2l be continued to cover the effects of themel and gate

smmealing on the distribution of radioactive antinony between the

three and five valence states,

4 new progran on the hots

 

on chemistry of organic sulfur and

Phosphoras compounds 1s planned contingent upon outside support.

Te object of this work is to provide infomation on the mechanten

of bs

 



alert reactions in large molecules ani the nature of the

Yadioastive organte and fnorgante products formed will be detemined.

Tre mechanism of reactions foliowing gamma radiation of orgente

compounds will aleo be studied in relation to reactions produced

Photo~chenically, At present the germ:

 

induced hydroxylation of

estrogenic eteroids 1s being Investigated ani the results will be

?comparod to those found in chenteal hydroxylation (Fenton's reagent)

fnd Biochenteai (in vivo) hydsoxylations.
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Nuclear Snuineering



?the youngest of the divisions is the counterpart in the Muclear

Center of the Departnent of Miclear Engineering in the University.

?The latter is the first graduate department of the University and

candidates mst possess a degree in engineering to qualify for

consideration.

?Tis division is concemed with the engineering applications

of mclear energy and research ant developnent that may be related

to its objectives, Baphasis is placed on reactor design, effects

of rad{ation upon materials of constriction, metallurgy, heat,

transfer, chemical procesting of miclear materials and pover

 

production. Students will take part of their course work on the

campus but mich of 1 in the Muclear Center where all of their

?thesis work will be conducted.

Sone prograns, such as that dealing with heat transfer by

radiation, are to be shifted fren Nuclear Science and Technology

to the new Division of tuclear Engineering.

?Te latest infomation 4s that 15 applicants bave been accepted

as candidates for the M.S. in thclear Engineering in addition to



?tne lb already enrolled, naking @ total of 19 for FY-1965 already

assured.

Health Physics

?the Health Physics Divieion has continued rendering its services

con personnel and area monitoring, envirorrental surveillance, waste
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Asapoonl, instrumental calibration, decontamination ant handling

of radioactive material. In addition it has continued participating

in teaching and training of students in Radiological Physics as vel

as training of PRNG personnel in general safety. All these services

have been extended also te the divisions of PRIC at Rlo Piedras

where we have now a Health Physics Section under the direction of

4 health physicist.

As a remutt of the reorientation of PRIC policy, the division

48 now vested with the responsibility for supervision of all safety;

radiation, industrial and fire, while each division 4s responsible

for safe operation of all facilities under .ts control.



For fiscal year 1965 sone increase in services and a moderat

 

Anerease in supervision 1s expected. Because of tudgetary Lintta-

tions, the Division has reduced its training activities and is

Largely concemed with health physics operations.

Agricultura) Bosctences,

 

2964, substantial progress has been made in develop-

ing a progran devoted to the increase of sucrose production by

sugarewe, The use of fast neutzons 4n prodicing a maximal variety

of ctironosomal detetions and recenbinations was planed. The initial

experinents vere condicted with cuttings from the best variety of

sagereane now

 

use. Lethality occurred at about 2,000 rads (subject



to lat

 

vevislon) indicating @ high rela

 

biological effect of
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?the neutrons. thich more {rradiation in the vegetative phase will

be necessary. The second phase vould be to irradiate seeds by the

millions and apply mass screening procedures. The two screening

measures of most interest are grovth in shale and ability to resist

drought

Ultinately the final screening requires « quantitative estina-

tion of sucrose in cach plant without significant danage to the plant.



The nece

 

sary methods have been developed ani have beon autonated

0 that one technician can perfors from WO to 40 quantitative analysis

per hour on nicrotanples. Both sucrose and invertase are being

determines on each canple.

Mhe sugarcane borer (Distres saccharalts) has been intensively

studied to determine the possibility of control or irradication by

radiation sterilization. A laboratory colony has been successfully

established and it is felt that a satisfectory method for mass rear-

ing 4s possible. A fair margin was found between the sterilizing

dose of radiation for adult male: and thet witch Jo lethal. In the

larval and pups) stages, the sterilizing dose is also the lethal

dose.

Maclear volunes of many of the tropical plants (incluging

sugarcane) have been determined to test the fonmlae for prediction

of the lethal dose of rediation for each species. At the sane tine,

chrenosone volunes have been measured ant DKA per chronosone also

estinated.
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OF eight graduate students at the beginning of the year, one

transferred to another university and several will graduate thie

next Sune. For these students, vork has been very active with

courses in advanced genetics, radiobiclogy, seminars and thesis

research.

The progressive reduction of Progran O7 support forces the

suspension of the Training and Baieation activities of this Division

for FY-1965 after being severely reduces in the current year. Only

the teaching reqsired for the existing graduate students is provided.

Further applicants will be encouraged to apply to other institutions.

Provision ie made in the FY-1966 budget sutmiesion for the

reactivation of the progran. Whether this move is made, however,

WiLL be dependent upon the determination of ABC interest ia the

role of muclear energy in agriculture in general and in particular

tn latin America. The potentiais for the improvenent of agriculture

and tuman matrition through atonic enerey are alnost unlinites but,

?tho effort which has been expended has been woefully inadequate,

 



specially in the tropies.

Eadioisotope Amplications

This Division contimies to offer training in the use of

rudtotsotopes in the physical and biological sciences. There will,

be an intefi

 

ely continaing denand for this training, eapecially

for students of the University of Puerto Rico. The baste course
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4s offered Five times a year and St will probably not be necessary

to expand it, With tine, © larger proportion of students coming



from Tatin Anerice wil have already bad the equivalent in thetr

om universities.

Te expansion of graduate work in chonistry related to radiation

sod miclear reactions has been well established. The research program,

all of which is built around the graduate activity, ie being developed

under four sections:

1. Organic Cheatstry

a. Synthesis of conpouns of interest to the mclear fiela,

especially medicine ant radiobiology.

b, Quntitative study of organic reactions utilizing radio-

isotopes.

2, Radiation Chenistry (sponsored by ABC Division of Biology

 

and Medicine, and National Institutes of Health).

Mie section has two major fields of activity, which

ecane fully operative in FY-1963.



a. Radiation chemistry and photochenatry of oxyantons.

Study of free raiicals, The radiation cheuistry of water in the

alksline region will be studied,

b, Radiation chemistry and photochenistry of micleoproteine

and the constituent soleciles, Buphsais will be laid on the study

of cross Linking reactions and the role of excited states in the

reactions of the heterocyclic bases.
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3- Solution Chemistry

Deferred until #Y-1966.

4, Solta State Physics of Organic Crystals (Sponsored by ARC

Dévision of Physical Research)

This section studies the effect of neutron and of gama

and Xeray irradiation on the photoconductivity of organic crystals,

Measurenents have been Limited to anthracene crystals; plans are

being mate to extend the work to other organic crystals.



?Me indicetions are that the progran of this Division will

attract all of the graduate students for which Imboratory space can

ve provides, A tenporary structure has been erected cutside the

BlosMedtcal Building which can house 8 graduate students.

 

Glinical Radioisotope Applications

ee Clinical Applications Divieson 1s currently offering two

types of sources for training physicians at an introductory levels

 

1s @lagnostie services at the Puerto Rico Miclear Center to

eupport its coaching prograns ope:

 

?ates the Radioisotope Laboratory at

the University Hospital for the Medical Staff of this Hospital; sup.

ports with dismostic supplies the San Juan City Hospital Radioteotope

Iaberatory on a nectprocel relationship of mutual interest; collaborates



in investigative work with other institutiine according to the general

polictes of PREC and contucts {ts om research program characterized

by work of elinteal nat

 

fon problems of locei and general interest.
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Radjotherany ani Ganser

 

 

 

in puspoze of this progren de the training of physiciene

and alliei personnel tn all aspects of the application of mclear

enerey to cancer, Another purpose 13 the development and carrying

out of » program of resesrch aetivities conducted with the purpose



of improving ou knowledge in the cancer and radiation fields.

fullowing functions are carried out to accomplish these

 

 

who want to become qualified

 

 

jsidency tats

   

12 issts three years

  

sed practice in the specialty.

 



?tion ta alse often

   

to experienced physicians

in radiation tnerapy who have been engaged in thie field for a

 

 

      

conside-seis Tonrth of time, sich pemizs then to conduct specific

researsh © Lu their field and participate tn all teaching

setivitt

 

 

sl students to familiarize

 



teem with conser and vadiots

 

srapetic techniques.

 

reining for mirees, techniotane, and radiological

?techadedans and

 

  

cy School and operated in the

ster ara Joint pre,

 

ho Puerto Rico Department

   



of Boulsh and hw University of Plerte Aico Medical School, mas been
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Aiscontimied in the Miclear Center due to budget restrictions.

Medical Setences and Aadiobiology

?Tala, the youngest of the Rfo Piedras Divisions, ws formed

on July, 1962 by analganation of the Division of Medical Sciences

with the older Division of Ratisbiology. The actual content of the

field of raaiobiology has been divided in a natural manner between

Agricultural BioSciences, Heelth Physics, Medical Sefences and

Radiotherapy ant Cancer. It can ve said that radiobiology is

sctence in

 

Mo Piedras, In the latter location the snall prograx vhich existed

tn the Division of Radiobiology is being continued.

J. Mesue Culture Progran

?The first phase in the program was the developaent of «



 

tral tissue culture facility, Tt has been evident for seme tine

that several divisional programs have a requirenent for the employ

ment of tissue cultare techniques, Tt was also obvious that the

size of thie project would not pemit the sicceasful development of

several time culture laboratories. The most logical solution to

the problen secned to be the establishment of a single tissse culture

laboratory to serve the needs of all prograns tut in which the various

members of the staff might have affiliations with other divisions and

be directly interested in their spectal problens.

Beginning in FY-196li and extending through FY-1965 several

radiobiological studies will be instituted with tissue culture cell
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Lines. Chief anong theze vill be the studies of the intraceLislar

capture of neutrons by organic compounds containing B-l0, The

organic chenistry section of the Radioisotope Applicetions Division

?pas been preparing a series of nev boron compounds which are desorbed

in the ascockated Form 189.



and their Radiation Induced Genetic

 

II. Indigenous Virus

variabiiity

TIT, Te use of gama radiation to notify Schistosoma Manson?

cercariae so that they induce imunity to attack instead of causing

Ateease.

 

?Te procedures outlined in the proposal are, at this stage,

airected tovards: (1) defining useful paraneters for assessing the

effects produced and (2) comparing the effectiveness of different

approaches to the problen, This program is scheduled over @ to year

riod, by which time it will be possible to decide along wh

 

Lines



 

?any further research might best be pursued, the hoped for end result

veing « contritution to knowledge which may eventually help tn

combating the disease.

Technical Services (Mavagucz)

This operation, which originally was part of Reactor Division,

As now separated in the new organizational structure of PRC.

Technical Services carries the responsibility for: buildings

?and grounds maintenance, machine shop, electronic shop; and the glass
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Plowing shop. With the exception of buildings and grounds, the

Mayaguez Technical Services, through its shops, serve the entire

PRC and mist te prepared to meet a considerable variety of denands,

 



1e variety of Jobe performed by these shops range anywhere fron

feneral maintenance and construction work up to the most specialized

precision jobs such as: construction of Ionization Combers, Crystal

String Saws, High Frequency Microphones, or X-ray Spectrometers,

echnical Services (Mo Piedras)

section has charge of building maintenance at Rfo Piedras,

 

he operation of @ anall electronic shop and general instrumental

repair, Shop services in general and engineering supervision are

supplied by the Mayaguer branch.

caoumice in Radiation Ecfocte

Experiments utilizing monochromatic X-ray irradiation in the

5-20 Kev range on biological systens have been carried aut. This

energy region 4s of considerable importance since it contains the

K-absorption edges of the constituent atoms of most Living aystens.

Pielogio



 

iL eystems chosen for study are those which are composed

prinarfiy of Light elesents with but traces of medium atonic welght

elments, Inevessed insctivation of

 

1@ metalloenzyme catalase,

which contsine four atons of tron per molecule of weight 250,000,

Was demonstrated near the Keabsorption edge of tron, Biological

systens under study include the zine metalloenzyme carboxypeptidase A
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and the bacteriun Z, coli. Biological studies have been supplemented

by investigation into the underlying physical phenomena of the ra~

Asation effect.

Marine Biology Progras



Research in Marine Biology at PANG was started in January,

1962, and includes the following: Measurenents of marine productivity,

deteraination of selected stable clenents, messarenent of the

concentration factors of selected marine organians for given radio-

Asotopes, measurement of radioactivity and radioisotopes now present,

in the marine organisns, vaters, and botton sedinents off Puerto

Rico, and background observations in physical and chenical oceano~

graphy for use in the interpretation of the first four prograne.

Survey work near the new BONUS reactor site was given ps

 

dority, and

has deen accomplished. Activation analysis techniques developed

in conjunction with this program have reached an advanced state of

sophistication. This progran 1s fully operative in all. phas

 

 

sion Chenistry and Photochentstry

?te objective of this program 4s to investigate the Kinetics



and nechanisns of (a) rediation induced chenicsl decomposition and

(b) photo-aissoviation of oxyantons. It is hoped that this work

will quantitatively detemine the reactivity of oxyanions to radical

attack, will characterize the notes of decarposition of the various

excited states of anions, and will uncover evidence indicating the
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participation of exeited states in the radiation induced decom

position. Work is underway on solutions of nitrate ion.

Photochem:

 

ical deconposition to form nitrite has been demonstrated

at wavelengths above 3040 Angstroas, Date are being interpreted

in tems of various primary diseociation steps of the excited state

and aiefusion kinetic

Batemtaiion



Genetics regulatory systens which control gene mitation are

being investigated with emphacis being given to the paramtation

system as it occurs in maize, Radiation treatnents of the componente

of the syaten have indicated that the type of change which occurs te

fan inactivation process rather than a true mtational event, Radio-

sensitivity curves of the regulator responsible for paramutation

change are veing obtained, ?The efficiency of densely ionizing

radiation from neutrons is being compared with sparsely ionizing

gonna raya az an aid in deternining the nature of the mechanism of

 

?the system,

Torrestrta) Ecoloay Program L; Badicecolosy of a Tropical Rain Forest

?the vain forest irradiation project was started in the Spring,

1963, 4

 

the objectives of determining effects of gama irradietion

 



fon the lover mon

 

vane rainforest: near Bl Yunque and the movenent of

chanicat alaente of fall-out in the nomal blogeochenical cycles.

?Aa area in the thquillo Forest Reserve provided by the U.S, Forestry
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Service has been developed with trails, towers, instrumentation,

electric power, and vork facilities, A group of 12 participating

investigetors fron other universities began & year of measurements,

preceding irradiation. The project now involves 65 phases with 15

 

ident scientists and student assistants. The effect of irradiation

will be assayed by measurcuent of animal noises, vegetation density

to Light, plant and animal populations, changes in microclinate,



localized effects, cytogenetic effects, and changes in chenistry and

fallout. A 10,000 curte Cesium 137 source is scheduled to be placed

fn the study area in Decenber, 1964, and post-irradiation studies

WiLL foLiow the exposure period, Fall-out elenents are traceable

with existing levels of activity and vith tracer emperinents. The

 

Level of fallout held in the vegetarion ie relatively high indicating

the effect matrient holding ability of the vegetation.

?Terrestriel Eeolos Brosran IL; Radiation Induced Variability in

Intigenous Arthroped-Borne Anins] Viruses of Puerto Rico

In August, 1963 an outbreak of "Dengue-like" illness reaching

epidemic proportions occurred in Puerto Bice, The Arbovirus unit

Joined the ?ocal Department of Health and menbers of the Conminicable

Disease Center fron Atlanta in an attenpt to isolate and identity

the virus. Successful isolation of a

 

engieelike? agent wae accon=

Plished in this laboratory on August 30, 1963, This represented



significant scfontific contribution to our knowledge of viruses in

the Caribbean area.
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Field work on the regular study ares continies with successfl

soaquitoc and rat trapping and bleeding taking place at regular

intervals. Tt 1s hoped to have a clear picture of the arboviruses

Present in El Verde before the radiation source is added. No

viruses have as yet been encountered in the Bl Vende material,

 

Fp giectanlans of Antinen Antibody Reactions Following the Inoculation

of Mice with Irradiated and Noma] Schistosoma manson! Gercariae

Aoproval for this program was received in Decenber, 1963, and

the firot preliminary experiment designed to detemine the muber

of semelly paired cereariae necessary to induce @ standard infection



4s underway. A modest mouse colony is available ant cultivation of

host snails for the progran has also been started, Previous work

Andteated an acquired resistance to challenge with virulent Schistosona

Ramiani cercariae after infection ty cercarise vnich hed been damaged

by exposu:

 

to gama irradiation. ?hen the optinal experizentad

Procedures have been established, it is intended to make a detatled

study of a12 detectable resetions occurring between the challenging

Parasite and the "inmne? host.

Nestron Diffraction Proman

Tee first long range research comtment, using the reactor,

4s in the tela of neutron diffraction, in close cooperation with

?the Brookhaven Hiational Laboratory. vo bean tubes of the PANG

Fenctor have been assigned to this work, ant an advanced design
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neutron spectraneter ie now in research operation at each of these.

one spectrometer was being built by BNL to the sane specifications

fac the nevest Brookhaven spectrometers and provides PRNC with =

highly accurate and veroutile instrunent. A spectrometer of some

what similar design and of comparable quality was donated to the

University of Puerto Rico ty the Westinghouse Research Laboratories

fand occupies the second beam tube.

?In addition to the PRIC staff manbers working on this program,

there have been three quest scientists who have helped considerably

in getting the progran off toa fine start. One of these was @

senior staff menber from Brookhaven, who stayed for one year and

contimies to give guidance to the progran, Another is an excellent

Xeray cxystallographer who was sent to PRIC vy the German Government,

for two years to gain experience in the planning, installation, and

 

suse of neutron airtr

 

tion eqitgment, The third man 4s a physteist



from Kyota, Japan, who is spending two yoars at PRNC.

?Study of Radiation Damage in Orgente Crystals using Blectrtcel

Conluctivsey

 

Effects of neutron irradinticn on the electrical conductivity

of anthracene crystals are under study. Initiel phases of the study

were Limited to changes in dark and photoconductivity produced by

neatron bonbarinent which apparently knocks out & hydrogen atom fran

?the crystal, Electrical condactiv:

 

ty was selected because evidence

sndteates thie parmoter is most sonsitive to the pre:

 

nce of
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impurities or defects. Gana and X-ray irradiation effects will

also ve

 

udied in the future. Another phase of this investigation

will include @ more precise and direct technique for determining

?trap densities ani depths by measuring mobility and conductivity

 

2 function of tenperatare.
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